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Abstract

A method for calculating unsteady flows in cascades is presented. The model, which

is based on the linearized unsteady Euler equations, accounts for blade loading, shock

motion, wake motion, and blade geometry. The mean flow through the cascade is

determined by solving the full nonlinear Euler equations. Assuming the unsteadiness in

the flow is small, then the Euler equations are linearized about the mean flow to obtain a

set of linear variable coefficient equations which describe the small amplitude, harmonic

motion of the flow. These equations are discretized on a computational grid via a

finite volume operator and solved directly subject to an appropriate set of linearized

boundary conditions. The steady flow, which must be calculated prior to the unsteady

flow, is found via a Newton iteration procedure. Using this procedure, the nonlinear

steady Euler equations are solved as a series of linear problems, each very similar to

the unsteady linear problem. The similarity of the steady and unsteady solvers greatly

reduces the effort which is needed to develop the two codes.

An important feature of the analysis is the use of shock fitting to model steady

and unsteady shocks. Use of the Euler equations with the unsteady Rankine-Hugoniot

shock jump conditions correctly models the generation of steady and unsteady entropy

and vorticity at shocks. In particular, the low frequency shock displacement is correctly

predicted.

Results of this method are presented for a variety of test cases. Predicted unsteady

transonic flows in channels are compared to full nonlinear Euler solutions obtained

using time-accurate, time-marching methods. The agreement between the two meth-
ods is excellent for small to moderate levels of flow unsteadiness. The method is also

used to predict unsteady flows in cascades due to blade motion (the flutter problem)

and incoming disturbances (the gust response problem). Comparison of the predicted

unsteady flow to other semi-analytical and numerical methods gives good agreement.

The linearized Euler method requires substantially less computational effort than the

time-marching procedures, making the present method useful for aeroelastic analyses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The flutter and forced response ofturbomachinery blading has been and continues to

be a recurring problem in the development of turbomachinery. Nevertheless, the ability

to predict these two aeroelastic phenomena has remained illusive. Although the struc-

tural dynamic modelling of rotors has steadily progressed over the years, the modelling

of the unsteady aerodynamics of cascades still needs much improvement. The objective

of this research is to model unsteady transonic flows in cascades using a computational

scheme based on the linearized Euler equations. To date, much theoretical work has

been performed in the field of unsteady flow in cascades. Most of it, however, has been

based on the assumption of isentropic irrotational flow even through shocks. These

methods do not allow for the production of steady and unsteady entropy and vortic-

ity across shocks. This weakness in potential theory can, under certain circumstances,

produce serious errors in the predicted shock motion and unsteady blade loading. A

new method based on the linearized Euler equations will be presented in this report.

The method correctly accounts for the production of steady and unsteady entropy and

vorticity across shocks and therefore predicts unsteady transonic flows more accurately.

Theoretical research into unsteady flows in cascades has steadily progressed over

the past three decades. The methods used can be roughly divided into three types:

Analytical methods, semi-analytical methods, and numerical methods. In analytical

methods, the partial differential equations which govern the unsteady flow in a cascade

are solved exactly using applied mathematical techniques. Although closed-form solu-
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tionscansometimesbe obtained,the resultingcomplicatedexpressionsmust usually

beevaluatednumericallyto understandthem. Furthermore,thesesolutionshaveonly

beenfoundforextremelysimplifiedgeometries.Thesemi-analyticalmethodsusesingu-

laritiessuchasvorticesdistributedalong the surface of the airfoils and wakes to model

the steady and unsteady flow. In fact, the distinction between the analytical and semi-

analytical methods is small. In practice, both usually reduce the problem to integral

equations involving kernel functions. Because of the complexity in determining these

kernel functions for complicated flows, the mean flow through the cascade is usually

assumed to be uniform or nearly uniform. Hence, the flow model often bears little re-

semblance to flows found in actual turbomachinery. The third approach is to discretize

the field equations which describe the unsteady flow and solve them numerically. This

computational approach has the advantage that arbitrary airfoil shapes can be ana-

lyzed. Furthermore, flow features such as blade thickness, blade loading, and moving

shocks and wakes are accounted for. This ability to analyze fairly general geometries

is obtained only with considerable computational effort. The computational methods

can be subdivided further into two categories: time-marching and linearized harmonic.

With time marching methods, the unsteady flow field is found as a function of time

by marching a flow simulation in time. This approach, although straightforward, is

computationally expensive as many time steps must be taken to reach a periodic state.

In the linearized harmonic methods, the nonlinear field equations are linearized about

some nominal mean flow, resulting in a set of linear variable coefficient field equations

for the unsteady flow perturbations. If the additional simplifying assumption is made

that the unsteady flow is harmonic in time, these equations are reduced to a set of time-

independent partial differential equations for the complex amplitudes of the unsteady

flow properties. These linearized harmonic field equations are discretized and solved

directly. This is the approach taken in the present research.

Previous Work on Unsteady Aerodynamics

Whitehead [1] studied the unsteady flow of an incompressible fluid through a cascade

of vibrating flat plate airfoils. In this model it is assumed that the mean flow is uniform



and undeflectedby the cascade.Unsteady vorticityisdistributedalongthe airfoilsand

shed vorticityisconvected along the wake. The bound vorticityisdistributedsuch

that the velocitydue to the vorticityisequal to the upwash velocityon the airfoil

surfacesand the Kutta conditionissatisfied.This model, however, failedto predict

the experimentallyobserveredbending flutter.Later Whitehead [2]extended hismodel

to that of a cascade of fiat plat airfoils for which the mean flow was not uniform, but

was deflected or turned by the cascade. This new model did predict bending flutter

and showed the importance of steady loading on the unsteady pressure distributions

on vibrating airfoils. Atassi and Akai [3,4] used a model in which point singularities

were distributed along the surface of a two-dimensional airfoil surface of finite camber

and thickness. With this model they studied steady and unsteady incompressible flows

through a cascade of thick cambered airfoils. Their results, like Whitehead's, showed

the importance of the steady blade loading on the unsteady flow in the cascade.

Lane and Friedman [5], Whitehead [6], and Smith [7] all analyzed fiat plate cas-

cades vibrating in a uniform subsonic flow. With compressibility there is the added

complication of acoustic modes and acoustic resonance. Under certain circumstances,

acoustic waves will propagate away from the rotor unattenuated, while in other cases,

the waves will be cut.off. Smith [7] performed experiments to validate his model. For

unloaded cascades, the theory is successful in predicting the cut-off behavior as well as

the amplitude of the acoustic waves. For steadily loaded cascades, the amplitudes of

the acoustic waves were not predicted as well.

Several investigators [8,9,10,11,12] have studied the problem of a cascade of vibrating

flat plate airfoils in a uniform supersonic flow which is axially subsonic. Although

the analysis techniques are differ, all these investigators studied the same governing

differential equations and boundary conditions. Hence, it is not surprising that all

the results from these models are essentially the same. These models indicate that

bending flutter will not occur at the reduced frequencies and Mach numbers at which real

compressors actually exhibit bending flutter. Bendiksen [13] later used a perturbation

scheme to calculate the effects due to small amounts of thickness, camber, and angle of

attack as well as shock motion, and demonstrated the important role of shock motion
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in flutter prediction.Goldstein,Braun,and Adamczyk[14]haveproposeda modelin

whichthesteadyflow is everywhere parallel but has a strong nonisentropic in-passage

shock. Hence, although there is no turning, the blade row diffuses the flow due to the

presence of a shock. That is to say that the blades carry a steady load due to the pressure

rise across the shock. Further, in this theory the unsteady shock motion is correctly

accounted for as well as the vorticity and entropy generation at the shock. Using this

model, bending flutter is predicted for reduced frequencies (based on semichord) below

about 0.3. This result is more in keeping with experimentally observed bending flutter

in compressors operating at high back pressures.

The lesson learned from these analytical and semi-analytical models is clear. To

model accurately the flow in a cascade, one must include the effects due to the steady

blade loading. This means that the camber and thickness of the airfoil need to be

accounted for, as well as the presence of shocks in the flow. Except for the incompressible

case, this forces the investigator to turn to numerical methods because it is not possible

to analytically solve linear field equations with complicated variable coefllcients. To

investigate subsonic flows, Verdon and Caspar [15] numerically determined the mean

flow about a cascade of airfoils in subsonic flow using the full potential equations. The

full potential equations were then linearized about the mean flow and solved numerically

using a finite difference approximation. The computed unsteady pressure distribution

agreed well with tests conducted by Carta [16] on a linear cascade of oscillating airfoils.

Whitehead and Grant [17] performed a similar analysis but used finite elements to

discretize the field equations. Later, Verdon and Caspar [18] extended their model to

handle transonic flows. To accurately model the effect of shock motion, shock fitting

was used. Whitehead [19] also extented his model to the transonic regime but used

shock capturing to model the shock motion. Both models require some form of artificial

viscosity to stabilize the calculations in the supersonic regions.

Several investigators have used time-marching schemes to analyze unsteady flows

in turbomachinery. Ni and Sisto [20] used a time-marching Euler method to calculate

the pressure loads on vibrating flat plate airfoils in compressible flow. Actually, the

method can be considered a hybrid of the time-marching and harmonic techniques
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as the quantitieswhich are time-marched are the harmonic flow variables.Recently,

Giles[21,22]has developedan Eulertime-marchingmethod based on Ni'sLax-Wendroff

method [23]to study wake/rotorinteraction.The abilitytohandle unequal rotor/stator

pitchesisaccomplished by incliningthe computational plane in time. This allowsthe

calculationsto be performed in a singleblade passage. The code has the advantage

thatnonlinear,anharmonic flowscan be modelled.However, fornumericalstability,the

time integrationstep sizeused in the integrationmust be fairlysmall.The maximum

allowabletime step is governed by the so-calledCFL number. Because of thisCFL

number restriction,the sizeof the time stepsare limitedroughly by the sizeof the

smallestcellin the domain. Hence, foraccurateresolutionof the flow,the required

computational times become quitelarge.

Description of the L|nearlzed Euler Analysis

In reality,both steadyand unsteady flowsinturbomachinery areextremelycomplicated.

The fluidisviscousand heat-conductingand ismost accuratelydescribedby the Navier-

Stokesequations.However, ifthe Reynolds number issufficientlyhigh and the Prandtl

number isorder unity,and separationdoesn'toccur,the viscousand heat transfereffects

are confinedto narrow regionsnear the airfoilsurfacesand in the wakes. Under these

circumstances,the Eulerequationsare agood approximation tothe behaviorofthe flow.

The unsteady Euler equationsare the startingpoint of the linearizedEuler analysis.

The Euler equationscorrectlyaccount forthe production of entropy and vorticityat

shocks and thereforeare the naturalchoiceforcalculatingunsteady transonicflows.

The method isdividedintotwo mains parts.The firststepisto determine thesteady

flow. In order to fullyaccount forsuch effectsas blade thickness,loading,and strong

in-passageshocks,the unsteady Euler equationsshould be linearizedabout the correct

mean flow.So despitethe factthatwe areprimarilyinterestedinthe unsteady behavior

of the fluid,the steady flowwillalsohave to be calculated.Because of the periodicity

in a cascade,the flowcan be computed ina singleblade passage. Within thispassage,

the steady Euler equationsare discretizedon a computational gridusinga conservative

finitevolume operator.The discretizedequationsare solvedsubjectto an appropriate
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set of boundary conditions using a Newton iteration procedure. Using this procedure,

the nonlinear Euler equations are transformed into a series of linear equations [24,25].

These are solved directly using Gaussian elimination. The Newton iteration procedure

is extremely efticient and usually converges within five to ten iterations.

Once the steady solution has been obtained, the unsteady flow can be calculated.

The nonlinear time-dependent Euler equations are linearised about the steady solution

to obtain the linearized unsteady equations. These equations are linear with variable co-

efficients and describe the small disturbance behavior of the flow. Since many unsteady

flows of interest are periodic in time, the unsteady flow is assumed to be harmonic

in time. Under this assumption, the explicit time dependency is eliminated from the

problem. As with the steady Euler equations, the unsteady flow is computed in a single

blade passage. The equations are discretized on a computational grid using a finite

volume operator.

The application of the unsteady boundary conditions is a crucial step in the for-

mulation of the problem. For exaanple, because the computational domain is finite, an

artificial boundary must be placed in front of the cascade. Waves which propagate from

inside the blade passage must pass through this boundary without being reflected if the

unsteady flow is to be correctly predicted. So-called nonreflecting boundary conditions

are applied by use of a characteristic wave analysis.

An important feature of the present method is that steady and unsteady shocks

and wakes are fitted rather than captured. Most CFD codes use shock capturing to

model shocks. This usually means that some artificial viscosity is added to the scheme.

The resulting captured shock is not a sharp discontinuity but is smeared over several

grid points. The advantage to this approach is that shocks are automatically captured

where ever they happen to be, but increased grid resolution is needed in the area of the

shock to produce a good approximation to a jump discontinuity. Using shock fitting,

the position of the shock is modelled explicitly with unsteady shock-jump conditions

applied across the shock [26,27]. These conditions, like the Euler equations themselves,

can be linearized to obtain a set of linearized shock jump conditions. Furthermore,

the jump conditions fully account for the production of unsteady entropy and vorticity
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throughshocks.This is a major improvementoverthecurrent linearizedfull potential

theories.In particular,at lowreducedfrequencies,theshockdisplacementpredictedby

the linearizedpotential theoryis too large.

Outline

In Chapter 2 of this report, the basic method for solving quasi-one-dimensional steady

and unsteady flows is presented. The purpose is to introduce the fundamental ideas

without some of the complicating details required to analyze two-dimensional flows.

Furthermore, the quasi-one-dimensional model problems presented in this chapter are

ideal test vehicles for validating the basic methodology. In this chapter, all of the funda-

mental steps needed to analyze steady and unsteady flows are presented. They include

the linearization of the nonlinear Euler equations, the discretization of the linearised

Euler equations, the linearization and discretization of unsteady nonlinear boundary

conditions, and the implementation of the direct solver used to solve these equations.

Also discussed is the method of steady and unsteady shock fitting in one-dimension.

Finally, the linearised Euler method is used to analyze model unsteady flow problems.

These results are compared to those from a time-marching Euler code to demonstrate

the validity of the linearized Euler method.

In Chapter 3, some of the advantages and limitations of the linearized Euler method

are discussed. Using an existing time marching algorithm to solve quasi-one-dimensional

model problems, the effects of nonlinearities are investigated. As will be shown, the

nonlinear effects enter mainly through higher harmonics. The fundamental harmonic

component is accurately represented by the linearized theory for small to moderate

levels of unsteadiness. Also discussed are the advantages the linearized Euler method

offers over linearised full potential methods. The latter represent the current state

of the art in linearized theories for solving for unsteady flows through cascades. The

fundamental assumption made in the potential methods is that the flow is isentropic and

irrotational. Hence, although the methods are efficient, they do not correctly account

for the unsteady shock behavior in transonic flows. This is illustrated by examining

the linearized Euler and linearized potential solutions for simple quasi-one-dimensional
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modelproblems.

In Chapter4, the theoryandnumericalmethodfor solvingtwo-dimensionalchan-

nel flow problemsis presented.As in the one-dimensionalproblem,this processcan

bebrokendowninto the linearizationof the Euler equations,the linearizationof the

unsteadyboundaryconditions,the discretizationof the field and boundary-condition

equations, and the numerical solution of the discretized equations. In Chapter 5, the

discussion of the two-dimensional theory and numerical method continues. Discussed

are the extensions of the basic theory needed to calculate cascade flows. These include

discussions of steady and unsteady shock fitting, wake fitting, moving airfoil boundary

conditions, and nonreflecting far-field boundary conditions.

In Chapter 6, a variety of two-dimensional steady and unsteady flow calculations

are presented. These include steady subsonic and transonic channel flows, unsteady

subsonic and transonic channel flows, and steady and unsteady cascade flows. The

unsteady cascade flows presented are of two types. The flutter problem, where the

motion of the blades are prescribed and the unsteady blade loads are to be calculated,

and the gust response problem, where an incoming gust is specified and the unsteady

airloads on the stationary blades are to be calculated.

Finally in Chapter 7, some conclusions are drawn about the utility of the present

method, and suggestions are given for areas of future research needed to improve the

present method.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of

Quasi- One-D mensional Flows

In this chapter, the linearized Euler analysis is applied to quasi-one-dimensional

channel flow problems. By studying these relatively simple model problems, the funda-

mental linearized Euler analysis can be illustrated without some of the complications

which arise in two-dimensional problems. In Section 2.1 the linearization of the Euler

equations is examined. This linearization reduces the nonlinear time-dependent Euler

equations to a set of linear variable-coefficient partial differential equations. The lin-

ear equations describe the small disturbance behavior of the unsteady flow. Because

the Euler equations are linearized about a steady flow solution, this solution must be

determined before the analysis of the linearized unsteady flow can be performed. In

Section 2.2 the method for computing steady Euler flows is presented. The nonlinear

Euler equations are solved using a Newton iteration technique. This method is not only

computationally efficient, but also reduces the nonlinear problem to a series of linear

problems each similar to the linearized unsteady Euler equations. This greatly reduces

the development effort required to write both a steady and unsteady code since many

the components will be nearly identical. Some sample subsonic and transonic quasi-

one-dimensional flows will be calculated using this approach. In Section 2.3 the method

for solving the linearized Euler equations will be discussed. As with the steady prob-
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lem, the stepsto be takenarethe discretization of the field equations, and boundary

conditions, the assembly of the equations into matrix form, and the solution of these

linear equations.

2.1 Linearized Quasi-One-Dimensional Euler Equations

Consider the unsteady Euler equations for flow in a quasi-one-dimensional channel

with area variation A(z) as shown in Figure 2.1. The mass, momentum, and energy

conservation equations are

U

where

a-_-AF Aa-_P = 0_AU + 0z + (2.1)

P

pu

e0

F pu 2

pub0

-.,

0

P

0

where p, u, p, e0, and ho are the static density, velocity, static pressure, total internal

energy per unit volume, and total specific enthalpy, respectively. By definition, the total

specific enthalpy is given by

ho = p+ e (2.2)
P

The total internal energy is the sum of the intrinsic energy plus the kinetic energy. For

an ideal gas with constant specific heats, the intrinsic energy is c_T - 1._L__ Under
7-1 p"

this assumption, Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as

7 P + 1 z (2.3)
h0=

Elimination of the total enthalpy and energy in favor of the three other primitive vari-

ables gives

p pu 0

U = pu F = pu 2 P = p

+ ½pu' +½pu' o
This form of the Euler equations will be used throughout, although the methods used

here could be extended to consider a non-ideal gas if desired. These unsteady Euler
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equationsarestrictly valid for inviscidadiabaticflowof a perfect gas. If the Reynolds

number is sufficiently large and no separation occurs, however, they provide an adequate

representation of the flow outside thin viscous boundary layers and wakes.

Note in particular that the unsteady Euler equations are _nonlinear in the primi-

tive variables p, u, and p. An exact solution would have to take into account these

nonlinearities. One approach is to simulate the flow using a time marching simulation.

Given enough spatial and temporal resolution and computer time, one could find the

full nonlinear time-dependent solution. This approach, while straightforward, would

be computationally expensive, and for many problems of interest, the effects of the

nonlinearities are small and can be ignored.

The approach taken in the present research is to linearize the Euler equations about

some nominal mean flow. If the unsteady part of the flow is small compared to the

mean flow values, then this is a reasonable approximation to the full nonlinear Euler

equations. The linearized equations could also be solved by time-marching. However,

many unsteady flows of interest are periodic in time, especially in the area of aeroelas-

ticity. Hence, the further simplification can be introduced that the unsteady part of the

flow is harmonic in time. This assumption removes the explicit time dependency from

the governing equations. Hence, the unsteady problem is reduced to solving a set of

linear time-independent ordinary differential equations.

To start the linearization process, the flow can be expressed as the sum of two parts:

a mean or steady flow component which satisfies the steady nonlinear Euler equations,

and a small unsteady perturbation which is harmonic in time, i.e.,

= ucx,y)+

= PC ,y) +

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

where the perturbation variables p, u, and p are small compared to the mean-flow coun-

terparts _, U, and P, and are complex due to the harmonic motion assumption. Note

the change in notation made to distinguish the different parts of the flow. The steady-

flow variables are represented by upper case characters or by lower case characters with
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anoverbar,the perturbationvariablesare represented by lower case characters, and the

total flow which is the sum of the two is now represented by lower case characters with

a circumflex.

Substitution of the foregoing expansion into the one-dimensional Euler equations

and collection of the zeroth- and first-order terms results in the one-dimensional steady

Euler and |inearized unsteady Euler equations. The zeroth order equations are just the

original nonlinear Euler equations (Equation 2.1) with the time derivative term set to

zero. For small unsteady perturbations the mean flow is independent of the unsteady

part of the flow. The first-order equations are given by

j_oABxu + 08-_AB2u + A0-_Bsu = 0 (2.7)

where u is the vector of perturbation variables p, u, and p, and BI, B2, and Bs are

variable coefficient matrices which depend on the mean flow variables p, U, and P. The

coefiicient matrices are given by

8U

B1 = OU --

1 0 0

U p 0

8F

Bz = au = U 2 2pU 0

½u, g u,

0 0 0
0 0 1

0 0 0

8P

Bs = aU =

These unsteady perturbation equations, and their two-dimensional equivalents (to be

derived in Chapter 4), are the foundation of the analysis used in this work to analyze

unsteady flows. They are valid so long as the unsteady perturbation variables are

small compared to the mean-flow variables. In the next chapter, it will be shown using

numerical experiments that the perturbations equations are a useful approximation to

the full nonlinear Euler equations for fairly moderate levels of unsteadiness.
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The general approach for solving unsteady flows is as follows. First, the mean flow

is calculated using the steady Euler equations. This solution is then used to calculate

the variable coe_icients in the linearized unsteady equations. The linearized Euler

equations are discretized and solved numerically to obtain the unsteady flow solution.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to explaining the details of this approach as

applied to subsonic and transonic channel flows, as well as to presenting solutions to

some model problems.

2.2 Solution of the Steady Euler Equations

2.2.1 Newton Iteration Equations

Before the unsteady flow can be calculated, one must first have solved for the steady

flow. Although the purpose of this research is to better understand unsteady flows and

to develop a linearized Euler solver, a steady Euler solver is also needed to calculate

the steady flow which is used as the input to the unsteady Euler solver. Fortunately,

the steady nonlinear Euler equations can be solved using a Newton iteration proce-

dure [24,25] which converts the nonlinear ordinary differential equations into a series of

linear ordinary differential equations each very similar to the linearized Euler problem.

Again, the flow is assumed to be composed of two components: a base solution which

is not assumed to satisfy the steady Euler equations, plus a small perturbation quan-

tity which when added to the base solution will give an improved estimate of the true

solution.

_(x,y,t) = _Cx,_)+ p(x,y)

_(_,y, t) = P(_,_)+ p(_,y)

(2.s)

(2.9)

(2.10)

where the correction perturbation variables p, u, and p are assumed to be small. Substi-

tution of Equation 2.8-2.10 into the steady Euler equations, again collecting first-order

perturbation terms, and neglecting higher order effects gives
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The termson the right-hand-sideare the residualsof the full nonlinearsteadyEu-

let equationsevaluatedfrom the currentestimateof the flow (_, U, and P) through

the channel; those on the left-hand-side represent the first-order effect the correction.

Equation 2.11 is solved numerically to determine the correction perturbations. These

corrections are then added to the previous estimate of the solution to obtain an improved

solution. Then, starting with this updated estimate of the flow, the entire process is

repeated until it converges, although convergence is not guaranteed. When the method

works, convergence is usually quite fast with a converged solution obtained in five to

ten iterations.

Note the similarity of the Newton iteration perturbation equation (Equation 2.11)
P

to the linearized unsteady Euler equations (Equation 2.7). The matrices B2 and Bs in

Equation 2.11 are the same as those in Equation 2.7. The Newton iteration technique is

an extremely efficient one for calculating steady one-dimensional and two-dimensional

flows. Furthermore, because of the similarities to the unsteady problem, the effort re-

quired to construct the steady and unsteady codes is greatly reduced. Many components

of the two codes are nearly identical.

2.2.2 Discretization of the Newton Iteration Equations

Consider first the discretization of the linearised steady Euler equations (Equa-

tion 2.11). These equations are discretized on a one-dimensional computational grid as

shown in Figure 2.1. The grid has I nodes and hence I- 1 conservation cells. At each

of the nodes, the values of the primitive variables are stored. For each of the I - 1 cells,

the conservation equations are approximated by a central difference operator operating

about the cell center. Hence, the Newton iteration equations for the steady flow are

approximated at the ith cell by

(.4.B2u)i+1 -- (AB2u), (B3u)i+l -- (Bsu), _

+ A_+ ½Azi Az,

(AF)d+x - (/IF), _ A,+ Pd+I - P, (2.12)
Az, _z,

where

_Zi ---_ Z,+I -- Z,
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Figure 2.1: Channel geometry sad one-dimensional grid use in numerical calculation of

steady and unsteady flow

1 Ai+x)= +

It can be shown that these difference equations are second order accurate. That is to

say that the difference between the computed solution sad the exact solution will be

0(Az2). These difference equations provide 3(/- I) equations for 31 unknowns. Still

to be specified are the upstream boundary and downstream boundary conditions. The

boundary conditions, like the field equations must be linearized for use in the Newton

iteration solver. This linearization will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.3 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions, like the Euler equations, will, in general, be nonlinear

functions of the primitive variables. Hence, to apply the boundary conditions in the

Newton iteration scheme requires that they be linearized. In particular, for subsonic

inlet flow, two boundary conditions must be specified. Usually the total pressure and

density are given at the inlet of the channel. The total pressure and density are related

to the velocity and the static values of pressure and density by

+ _-_G' = "YPT__._OpTo (2.13)
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and

lb Pro (2.14)
=

These two inlet boundary conditions are linearized for the Newton iteration procedure

just as the field equations were, i.e., by expanding the nonlinear boundary conditions

in a perturbation series and collecting terms of first order to give

-_p + ("1 - 1)Uu - PTO + U _ (2.15)

and

1 _P Pro P

At the downstream boundary, the static pressure is prescribed so that

which when linearized becomes

(2.16)

1_= Pexit (2.17)

P = Pexit - P (2.18)

Although the problems considered in this report all have subsonic inflow and outflow,

supersonic inflows and outflows could also be examined. For supersonic inflow, all three

primitive variables would be specified at the inflow boundary. If the flow were supersonic

at the exit, no boundary conditions would be specifed at the exit.

2.2.4 Assembly of the Discrete Equations

The two inlet and one exit boundary conditions, together with the 3(I - 1) con-

servation equations, give 3I equations in 31 unknowns which completely specifies the

problem. Now it is simply a matter of solving a set of linear equations to determine

the perturbation variables. The most obvious way to set up the matrix equation to be

solved is shown in Figure 2.2. The top two rows of the matrix equation are the inlet

boundary conditions. Below them are the I- 1 sets of conservation equations, three for

each cell. Finally, at the bottom of the matrix is the single exit boundary condition.

This arrangement works quite well providing a small bandwidth matrix equation to be

solved by Gaussian elimination. However, a slightly different approach will be used to

assemble the matrix equations.
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Figure 2.2: Conventional assembly of matrix equations for solution of the Newton iter-
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Let theportionof thematrixhavingto dowith theconservationequationsisdenoted

by S and the corresponding right hand side by f. Similarly the portion of the matrix

having to do with the boundary conditions be denoted by MBC and the corresponding

right hand side by fBC. Then one can formulate the solution of the linear equations as

a minimization problem. That is to say, we wish to minimize the the sum of the squares

of the residuals of the conservation equations plus the sum of the boundary condition

residuals. This is equivalent to the statement that

[MTM + SrscSvc]u = sTf + SrcfBc (2.19)

An Example

To demonstrate the use of this technique, consider the one-dimensional problem

_u

a--x : f' z • [0, 1], u(0) -- U (2.20)

This equation can be discretized using a central difference operator to give

u_+1- ui= zixl_+_ (2.21)

where

_X "" Xi+l -- Zi

1

/_+_= _ (f_+/_+i)

Suppose that the domain is composed of three cells (four nodes) so that in matrix form,

Equation 2.21can be expressedas

-1 1 0 0

0 -1 1 0

0 0 -1 1

i Ul

u3

US
i

L U4 .

AXfl-i-_

= ZiXI_+½

Axls+_

(2.22)

where Az = 1/3. Note that at this point, there are fewer equations than unknowns

sincethe boundary conditionsare not included.For the presentexample, the boundary

conditionisappliedat the leftboundary so that

ul -- U (2.23)
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or in matrix form
"1

U

1 u_1 0 0 01 =U (2.24)
J MS I

The straightforward approach would be to place this equation above the the field equa-

tions to give
q

1 0 0 0 ux U

-1 1 0 0 u2 Axfx+ }
= (2.25)

0 -I 1 0 us Azf2+ }
I

0 0 "- I I j U4 AZfs +

Using the least-squares approach, however, the matrix is formed by minimizing the sum

of the square of the residuals of the difference equations and the boundary conditions.

Hence,

fI -1 ]

I

0

0

oIo,[Iooo]+
.oJ

0 0

-1 0

1 -1

0 1

-1 1 0 0

0 -1 1 0

0 0 -1 1

Ul

U2

U3

U4

1

0
U+

0

0

After simplification, this becomes

"1
-1 0 0

1 -1 0 I
I

0 1 -1,

0 0 1 ,J

(2.26)

2 -1 0

-1 2 -1

0 -1 2

0 0 -1

q
0 Ul ,

!
I

0 .2 [

-I us .'

1 u4
d

Note that the matrix on the left-hand side is

U - Az/l+ ½

Azfx+} - Azf2+_

positivedefinite.

(2.27)
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Consider,for example,the case of f = 1 and U -- 1. Then the exact solution to

u= = I is u = z + I. It is quite simple to verify that the above matrix equation gives

the exact solution of u = [1, 3,43,s2].

Interpretation of the Squaring Technique

The method described above resembles the least-squares finite element method [28,29].

In the finite element method, the solution to a differential equation is approximated

by local shape functions. So for example, the approximate solution anywhere within

a cell or element can be expressed in terms of the value of the function at the nodes

of the element. The values of the discrete nodal values are then chosen such that the

approximate solution satifies m in some sense m the partial differential equations. For

the least-squares finite element method, the differential equation is %atisfied" if the

residuals of the differential equation is minimized over the domain and the boundary

condition residuals are minimized. In fact, the least-squares technique can be thought

of as a variational principle for non-self-adjoint differential equations.

Originally in this research, least-squares finite elements were used to discretize the

PDEs which describe the steady and unsteady channel flow _ with dissapointing results.

We found, as did Astley, Walkington, and Eversman [30], that the method as described

above gives poor results unless higher order shape functions are used. The present

method more nearly resembles coUocated least squares, where the residuals are minimized

at a finite number of stations rather than over a continuous region.

There are several advantages to the least-squares technique. Because the resulting

equations are positive definite, it may be possible to make use of iterative matrix solvers

which takes advantage of positive definiteness and sparseness, although in the present

work only direct solvers were used. The best feature, however, is the ease with which

boundary conditions are introduced. The assembly of the discrete field equations is

independent of the boundary conditions. To introduce the boundary conditions, The

squared boundary condition equations are simply added to the squared field equations.

This is especially useful in the two-dimensional problem where reordering would be quite

complicated.
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2.2.5 Subsonic Flow in a Converging-Diverging Channel

In this section,a modelchannelflowproblemwill besolvedusingthe methodout-

lined above.The channelhasan area distribution given by A(z) = 1 - ¼sin2(xz) on

the domain z = [0,1]. The flow is from left to right with the inlet total pressure/>To

and density PT0 specified at the inlet, and the static pressure Pexit specified at the exit.

For this case the total pressure PT0 and total density PTO are 1.175 and 1.122. The exit

pressure Pexit is 1.0. At this back pressure, the channel is not choked. A computational

grid with 21 nodes was used (Az = 0.05). Since the Euler equations are solved with a

Newton iteration procedure, an initial solution must be assumed. The initial flow was

assumed to be uniform with _ = 1, U = 0.5, and P = 1. The flow was calculated using

the Newton iteration procedure in four iterations. The converged solution is shown in

Figure 2.3 along with the exact solution. Not surprisingly, the two solutions are nearly

identical. The second-order accurate scheme allows accurate results to be computed

with relatively few nodes.

As is characteristic with the Newton iteration procedure, convergence is extremely

fast when the solution estimate is not too far away from the actual solution. One draw-

back, however, is that the method is not guaranteed to converge and in fact can diverge

quite spectacularly if a poor initial solution is chosen. Figure 2.4 shows the strong

convergence history exhibited in this case. Plotted is the logarithm of the maximum

residual versus the iteration number. One can see that initially, the convergence is

slightly faster than linear on a semi-logarithmic scale. After three iterations, no further

convergence is seen which is due to round-off error associated with finite computer pre-

cision. Figure 2.5 shows the initial pressure along with the calculated pressure after

each of the first five iterations. This provides another illustration of the extremely fast

convergence. Especially after the first iteration, the solution converges to its final value

very quickly.

2.2.6 Steady Shock Fitting

In the previous section, we calculated the steady subsonic flow through a converging-

diverging channel. If the flow is transonic, however, the presence of a sonic point and
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Figure 2.3: Calculated steady flow through converging-diverging channel. Also shown

for comparison is the exact solution. Total inlet pressure to exit pressure ratio is 1.175.
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Figure 2.4: Convergence history of Newton iteration method.
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shock wave introduceadditionalcomplicationsto the problem. In thissection,the

numericalprocedureforfittingthe shock willbe discussed,as wellas the need forsome

smoothing to handle the sonicline.

The Euler equations are nonlinearpartialdifferentialequations and as such they

admit so-calledweak solutions,i.e.,solutionswhich containjump discontinuitieswhich

satisfythe differentialequationsin an integralsense. The physicalmanifestationof

thismathematical idealizationisa shock wave. Consider once again the steady Euler

equations.Iftheseequationsare satisfiedeverywhere,then

where the integration runs from one side of the shock to the other. As _ approaches

zero, the limit of the integral gives the condition

[[I' + P]] = 0 (2.29)

where the symbol [[...]] denotes the difference in the enclosed quantity across the dis-

continuity. Equation 2.29 (the Rankine-Hugoniot equations) relates the flow on one side

of the shock to that on the other side.

These jump conditions can be linearized about a current estimate of the flow solution

to obtain linearized shock-jump conditions for use with the Newton iteration procedure.

These are given by

[[(B, + Bs) ul] - - [IF + PII (2.30)

and are applied at what will be the new estimate of the shock location. The term on the

right hand side represents the jump condition at the new shock location calculated from

the old flow estimate. This is not a particularly useful form of the jump equations since

the new shock location is not known a priori. Instead, a new variable is introduced

which is the distance the shock moves from the current shock location to the new

shock location. With the aid of this additional perturbation variable, the shock jump

conditions can be expressed in terms of the flow at the current shock position without a

priori knowledge of the new shock position by extrapolating the shock jump conditions

from the current shock position to the new shock position, i.e.,

a
[[(B2 + Bs) u]] + _zz ([[(B2 + Bs) u]]) z, = - [[F + P]] - _z ([[F + P]]) z , (2.31)
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where now this condition is applied at the current shock position rather than the new

shock position. Note that the second term on the left-hand side of Equation 2.31 is

second order and can be neglected. Hence retaining only first-order effects gives

(2.32)

The numerical procedure is as follows. An initial shock position is s-qsumed. The

grid is then constructed as before except that at the shock there are two grid points,

one grid point corresponding to the flow on the upstream side of the shock, and one

corresponding to the flow on the downstream side. These two nodes comprise the shock

cell. The conservation equations are applied to the conservation cells as before, but at

the shock cell the linearised shock-jump conditions are applied with one-sided, three-

point, second-order accurate differences used to evaluate the gradients in the base flow.

Assuming the flow is subsonic at the inlet and exit, two upstream and one down-

stream boundary conditions are imposed as in the subsonic example. But this does

not completely specify the problem. Taking count of the equations and unknowns, we

have I grid points each with three perturbation variables plus the extra shock position

perturbation variable for a total of 3I + 1 unknowns. There are 3(I - 2) conservation

equations arising from the I - 2 conservation cells, three jump conditions at the shock

cell, and two upstream and one downstream boundary condition for a total of 31 equa-

tions. Unfortunately, we are one equation short. This is not due to the addition of

the shock perturbation variable but rather to the presence of a sonic point in the flow.

Giles [31] solved this problem by adding a special equation at the sonic point which

describes the behavior of the J- characteristic. A more common approach, which was

also used in this research, is to add a small amount of smoothing to the equations to

stabilize the sonic point. The smoothing is added to the matrix equation aider the squar-

ing procedure described earlier. A small amount of a Laplacian like operator is added

to the "stiffness" matrix. The operator is positive semi-definite which preserves the

symmetry of the equations and makes the system positive definite. The final equation

matrix equations is

r _L] = Mrf + Mrscfsc + dL (2.33)MTM + MscMsc + u
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where

ft. = -LU

and c is a small parameter used to control the level of smoothing introduced into the

scheme.

The Newton iteration procedure is then as follows. An initial transonic flow is as-

sumed, including the initial position of the shock. The linearized conservation equations,

shock jump equations, and boundary conditions are set up and %quared _ as described

above. A small amount of Laplacian smoothing is then added to the system. The

system of equations is solved using a sparse Gaussian elimination solver to obtain the

perturbation primitive variables and the perturbation in the shock position. The prim-

itive variables are updated, then the grid is readjusted so that the double-noded shock

cell is coincident with the new shock position. This requires that the updated primitive

variables be interpolated from the old grid to the new grid. The entire procedure is

repeated until convergence is achieved. The procedure exhibits rapid convergence when

it works, but convergence is not guaranteed. In practice the method usually converges

in less than ten iterations if a reasonable initial guess is made.

2.2.7 Steady Transonic Channel Flow

To demonstrate the shock fitting algorithm, we will consider the flow through the

same convergent divergent channel previously considered in Section 2.2.5. This time,

however, the total pressure and density are somewhat higher so that the flow is choked.

The total inlet pressure Pro and total density pro are 1.25 and 1.173, respectively. The

exit static pressure Pexit is 1.0. The initial shock position is assumed to be X, = 0.8.

Recall that a poor initial guess can cause the procedure to diverge. Therefore, one

should use whatever experience and knowledge one has about the nature of the actual

solution to pick as reasonable a first guess as possible. The initial starting solution

for the Newton iteration procedure is shown in Figure 2.6. Starting with this initial

solution, the Newton iteration procedure was run for enough iterations to insure a

converged solution. The converged solution is shown in Figure 2.7 along with the exact

solution. Again excellent agreement is seen between the computed solution and the
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Figure 2.6: Initial base flow through channel used in Newton iteration procedure.
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Figure 2.7: Converged solution for choked flow in one-dimensional channel. Total inlet

to exit pressure ration is 1.25.
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Figure 2.8: Convergence history of choked flow calculation. Initially the solution _wan-

ders" but then converges very quickly.

exact solution. Note in particular the precise definition of the shock arising from the

use of shock fitting. The shock position is calculated to be Xa - 0.6805 while the exact

shock position is Xm - 0.6788. This accurate an estimate of the shock position could not

be obtained using shock capturing with the same grid resolution since the uncertainty

in a captured shock's position is on the order of a few conservation cells.

As with the subsonic steady flow calculation, convergence is extremely fast. The

maximum residuals after each iteration are shown in Figure 2.8. Note that the con-

vergence history can be divided into roughly three phases. In the first phase, the

convergence is slow and erratic, with the residuals even increasing on occasion. In the

second phase, the residuals decrease rapidly and nearly linearly on a logarithmic scale.
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Beyondthis point, roundoff errorsprecludeanyimprovementin the solutionandthe

computationis for all intentsconverged.Thethreephasesof convergencecanalsobe

seenin Figure2.9. Plotted is the computedshockpositionafter eachiterationaswell

as the perturbation in shock position. For the first four iterations, the shock position

_bounces = around quite a bit. This corresponds to the initial phase of convergence. If

the computation is to diverge, it will usually happen in the first few iterations. Once

the solution gets in the neighborhood of the actual solution, the shock position quickly

converges to its final value. After about ten iterations, the shock has settled in its final

position, save for extremely small excursions due to round-off error.

Because the numerical algorithm is second order accurate, the computed solution

should differ from the exact solution by 0(Az2). As a test of this hypothesis, the grid

resolution was varied from three conservation cells up to 96 conservation cells. For

each case, the steady shock position was calculated. Figure 2.10 shows the error in

the computed shock position as a function of the average cell size. Note that on a

logarithmic scale, the error curve has a slope of about two, demonstrating the scheme is

second order accurate. In particular, for a Az of about 0.04, the error in the computed

shock position is less than 0.1 percent of the channel length.

2.3 Solution of the Linearized Unsteady Euler Equations

In the previous section, steady subsonic and steady transonic flows through a one-

dimensional channel were calculated. In this section, unsteady perturbation flows about

these mean flows will be calculated. These solutions will be compared against a time-

accurate time-marching scheme to verify the results. Although the flows calculated

here are fairly simple one-dimensional flows, they will demonstrate many of the salient

features of the present analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Computed shock position history. The upper plot shows the shock position
after each iteration. The lower plot shows change in position from one iteration to the

next.
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2.3.1 Discretization of the Linearlzed Euler Equations

The linea,izedEuler equations(Equation2.7) arediscretizedusing a cell centered

finite difference scheme given by

+ + (AB2u),+x - (AB u),2 Az_ 1-

(Bsu)_+1 - (Bsu)_ = O (2.34)
A_+ ½ Axi

These difference equation are second order accurate in Az. Note also that they are

cornplez due to the harmonic a_sumption. It can be shown, at least in the constant

area case, that these equations are nondissipative. That is to say that the pressure
D

and entropy waves do not grow or decay. This is due to the central differencing. The

equations are, however, dispersive. The waves may not "travel" at quite the right speed.

This is especially true of the shorter wavelength waves.

2.3.2 Unsteady Channel Flow Boundary Conditions

In the two-dimensional cascade flow problem, the unsteady boundary conditions re-

flect will real physical problems encountered in turbomachinery such as inlet distortion,

potential disturbances from neighboring blade rows, incoming vorticity and entropy

waves, or motion of the cascade blades themselves. In these one-dimensional model

problems, the boundary conditions are somewhat contrived, but must be mathemat-

ically well posed. If the flow is subsonic at the inlet and exit, then two boundary

conditions will be required at the inlet, and one will be required at the exit. If the flow

is supersonic, three are required at the inlet and none are required at the exit.

In the examples considered in this chapter, the flow at he inlet and exit are subsonic,

and hence, the unsteady total pressure and total density will be specified at the inlet

and the unsteady static pressure will be specified at the exit. At the inlet the boundary

conditions can be expressed as

7Pr = Pro + A/:x/'eiu_t _/_ + ___62 (2.35)PT PTO + ApTeit°t =

/>TO+
= (p 'o+ ApTei"')"=

(2.36)
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which when linearized become

"/P '7P,ro (A/:_ Apr_+ z)u = pro (2.37)

and

1 _ "/P = Pro rAPT 'TAp2"_ (2.3S)

Note in particular that if the inlet low is isentropic (to first order), the expression on

the right hand side of Equation 2.38 vanishes. Similarly, the downstream static pressure

boundary condition is

16= Pexit =/)exit + APexiteJ_'

which when linearized becomes

(2.39)

p- APexit (2.40)

2.3.3 Assembly of the Discrete Equations

The numerical boundary conditions together with the finite difference equations

completely specify the linear equations to be solved. As with the Newton iteration

equations, the equations are %quared" to produce a positive definite matrix equation

given by

[IVLII]VL+ ]VI_IcMBc] u = ZVIBUcfBC (2.41)

where the transpose operator has been replaced by the Hermitian operator because the

original matrices are complex. The resulting positive definite matrix is Hermitian.

2.3.4 Unsteady Subsonic Results

As an example, we will compute the small disturbance unsteady flow in a channel.

The steady flow about which the Euler equations are linearised is the subsonic flow

considered in Section 2.2.5. Recall that the inlet total pressure/_/'0 is 1.175, and the

inlet total density pT'0 is 1.122. Downstream the static pressure Pexit is 1.0. Because

the linearized unsteady Euler equations are linear and homogeneous, the calculated flow

scales with the unsteady boundary conditions. For convenience then, The total pressure

at the inlet varies as APT = 1.0. The excitation frequency _ is 1.257. Since the steady
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Figure 2.11: Unsteady pressure distribution due to upstream total pressure and density

variation. Excitation frequency _o is 1.047.

velocity in the channel and the channel length are order unity, one can think of this

frequency as a reduced frequency. The total density isvaried such that the inletflow is

isentropic (APr/Pr = qfApT/PT0). Downstream the staticpressure variation APexit is

set to zero (thisis a reflectingboundary condition). The calculated unsteady pressure

distributionisshown in Figure 2.11. Because the perturbation variables are complex,

both the real and imaginary parts of the pressure must be presented to completely

describe the pressure distribution. Alternatively,one could present the magnitude and

phase of the pressure at each point. The former is preferred, however, since physically

the real and imaginary parts each represent a snapshot of the flow at a particular instant

in time.

To validate the linearized Euler method, these results were compared to those ob-

tained from the time-accurate, time-marching code of Giles [31]. This code is unique in

that shocks are fitrather than captured, and no artificialviscosityisrequired although
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special treatment is required at sonic points. The procedure was to first time march

the code with steady state boundary conditions until the solution had nearly converged.

Then the code was restarted, but this time the upstream total pressure was varied si-

nusoidally in time with the total density chosen such that the inlet flow was isentropic.

Downstream, the static pressure was held constant. Because the time-marching code is

nonlinear, the total pressure variation was chosen to be very small so that the results

can be compared to linearized theory. (In the next chapter, the effect nonlinearities due

to larger levels of unsteadiness will be examined.) After any initial unsteady transients

have decayed, the unsteady flow is periodic and very nearly sinusoidal. The time history

was then Fourier transformed to convert the time domain results into the frequency do-

main so that they can be compared directly to the linearized Euler results. These time

marching results are compared to the linesrized Euler results in Figure 2.11. Note the

excellent agreement between the two methods.

For the next case, the frequency _ is increased to 2.094 The calculated pressure

distribution is shown in Figure 2.12. Again, good agreement is seen between the

linearized Euler theory and the time-marching code.

These results demonstrate the validity of the small disturbance approach. If one is

interested in small disturbance flows which are nearly harmonic in time, the linearized

Euler method offers an alternative to the time marching Euler approach. Furthermore,

the linearized Euler method requires less computational time than the time marching

technique. In one dimension, the CPU time is reduced by three orders of magnitude,

while in two dimensions, the CPU time reduction is more moderate at one to two orders

of magnitude. On the other hand, the linearized Euler method is not suitable for flows

with large disturbances, or flows which are not periodic.

2.3.5 Unsteady Shock Fitting

If the mean flow is transonic, then the calculation of the unsteady flow has the added

complexity of a moving shock. The complexity arises because the shock is moving, but

the grid is stationary. Therefore, just as in the case of the Newton iteration procedure

for shock fitting, we will need some form of extrapolation to accurately model the shock
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motion.

The starting point of the analysis are the full nonlinear unsteady shock jump con-

ditions. To derive them, a change in coordinate systems is made. The new coordinate

system is fixed to the moving shock. Hence

-- z - z,(t) (2.42)

= t (2.43)

using the chain rule of differentiation yields

a 0
-- = -- (2.44). 82 8_

0 a o
-- = --= - (2.45)
at at v,

where v, is the instantaneous shock speed in the fized coordinate system. Using the

above expressions for the differential operators to derive the unsteady Euler equations

in the shock coordinate system gives

at _-_.AF + A P -- 0 (2.46)

Integration of this equation from just upstream to just downstream of the shock gives

the desired shock jump conditions. Because the time derivative is bounded in the shock

frame of reference and the interval of the integration goes to zero, the time derivative

does not appear in the shock-jump condition. The spatial derivatives, however, act

like impulses at the shock, and hence, integration of these impulses yields the jump

condition

[[F + P - vsU]] = O (2.47)

These jump conditions give the nonlinear relationship between the flow on either side

of a moving shock. These are the unsteady Rankine-Hugoniot equations.

Next, let us assume that like the primitive variables, the shock motion is also har-

monic in time. Hence the shock position is composed of mean part plus a harmonic

variation.

_,(t) = X, + z,e jwt (2.48)
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Therefore,the instantaneous shock velocity is z.e j'ot. Linearizing the shock jump con-

dition gives

[[(B, + Be) u - j_z,U]] = 0 (2.49)

It is emphasized that the jump condition is applied at the instantaneous position of the

shock. As with the Newton iteration shock jump equations, we can extrapolate from

the nominal shock position to the instantaneous shock position and apply the shock

jump condition at the nominal shock. Keeping only first order terms gives

(B2 + Bs) u + Zo (2.50)

2.3.6 Assembly of Unsteady Transonic Equations

The matrix equations are assembled in essentially the same way the steady transonic

equations were assembled. Note that because of the transition form subsonic to super-

sonic flow at the sonic line, there will not be quite enough equations for unknowns.

Hence, a small amount of smoothing is introduced to stabilize the sonic point. The

resulting matrix equations are given by

[MH]VI + MBRc,MBc + eL] u = 1VI_c,fBc' (2.51)

2.3.7 Unsteady Transonic Results

As an example, the unsteady small disturbance flow about a steady transonic flow

through a converging diverging channel is considered. The base flow is the one consid-

ered in Section 2.2.7. The inlet total pressure/>TO is 1.25 while the inlet total density PTO

is 1.173. Downstream the static pressure Pexit is 1.0. For the perturbation flow, the un-

steady variation in the upstream total pressure A/a/• is 1.0, with a frequency w of 1.257.

The total density ApT is chosen such that the inlet flow is isentropic. Downstream, the

variation in static pressure APexit is set to zero. The computed unsteaxiy pressure distri-

bution is shown in Figure 2.13. Also plotted is the time-marching solution of Giles [31].

Note the generally good agreement between the two theories except at the throat the

time-marching code has a localized problem. Nevertheless, away from the throat, the

agreement is excellent. The shock motion is also in good agreement. The complex shock
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Figure 2.14: Unsteady pressure distribution for a downstream pressure perturbation

with frequency w of 3.1416. Note that ahead of the shock, the pressure is zero.

motion as computed by the linearized Euler theory is z, = -.1724 - 0.8522j while the

equivalent shock motion predicted by the time-marching code is z, = -.1707 - 0.8697j.

As a final example, consider the case of a downstream pressure perturbation. Up-

stream the total pressure and density perturbations are set to zero. The excitation

frequency _ is 3.1416. The computed pressure distribution is shown in Figure 2.14.

Note again the excellent agreement between the linearized Euler theory and the time-

marching Euler theory. Also, ahead of the shock, the pressure is zero for both theories

as it should be, since small disturbances cannot travel upstream in a supersonic region.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, the numerical method for calculating small disturbance flows in a

one-dimensional channel was presented. Although only one-dimensional model problems

were analyzed, the theory is essentially the same for two-dimensional problems which

we will consider in later chapters.

Also presented was a Newton iteration procedure for solving for the steady channel

flow. The method is extremely efficient with subsonic problems typically converging in

about five iterations, and transonic problems converging in about ten iterations. Fur-

thermore, since the Newton iteration procedure is so similar to the unsteady linearized

Euler method, there is a significant savings in code development time. The steady code

is second-order accurate and computed steady flows agree well with exact solutions.

Unsteady pressure distributions were calculated for several model unsteady flow

problems. These solutions were compared to a time-accurate time-marching scheme

with excellent agreement.

Shock fitting was used to model the position of both steady and unsteady shocks.

This allows for a sharp definition of the shock with relatively few conservation cells.

Furthermore, unlike captured shocks, the computed shock position for the steady flow

and the computed shock motion for the unsteady flow are second order accurate. In

the steady case, the computed shock position is nearly indistinguishable from the exact

shock position. In the unsteady case, the unsteady shock motion agrees well with the

unsteady motion computed using a time-accurate time-marching scheme.

In the next chapter, the differences between the linearized Euler theory and the lin-

earized full potential theory will be examined, as well as the limitations the linearization

places on the linearized Euler theory.
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Chapter 3

Advantages and Limitations of

the Linearized Euler Analysis

In the previous chapter, the linearized Euler anlaysis used to predict small dis-

turbance, quasi-one-dimensional unsteady flows was presented. In later chapters, the

method will be extended to two-dimensional channel and cascade flows. Before pro-

ceeding, however, two important issues will be addressed in this chapter. The first issue

is whether the linearized Euler method is useful for evaluating unsteady flow problems

with finite levels of unsteadiness in the flow. The second is whether the method does

a significantly better job at predicting unsteady flows than the currently available and

less computationally expensive full potential methods.

The fundamental assumption on which the linearized analyses are based is that the

flow can be divided into two parts: a mean flow component and a much smaller unsteady

component. The linearized analysis asymptotically approaches the full time-dependent

nonlinear analysis as the unsteadiness goes to zero. But if the unsteadiness is finite,

nonlinear effects may also be important. In Section 3.1, we will examine the behavior

of the full nonlinear Euler equations for various levels of unsteadiness. An asymptotic

analysis of the Euler equations shows that the linear assumption is valid unless the

square of the unsteadiness is significant. Numerical examples will demonstrate that the

linearized Euler analysis does a good job of predicting the unsteady behavior even for
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moderatelevelsof unsteadiness.

The secondissueis whetherthe linearizedEuleranalysisprovidesa significantim-

provementin modelling of unsteady flows over the current generation of linearized un-

steady full potential methods. Because of the larger computational effort required to

perform the linearized Euler analysis, its use would be unwarranted for cases in which

the potential method gives accurate predictions. For flows which are isentropic and

irrotationa], the two methods in principle will provide identical predictions. For non-

isentropic flows, such as flows with shocks, the two methods will not agree. The question

is how strong the shocks must be before the two methods begin to differ significantly,

and what are the mechanisms which produce these differences. In Section 3.2, we will

show that the isentropic assumption inherent in the potential methods can produce er-

rors which are significant even for flows with weak shocks. Furthermore, the potential

methods are shown to become unreliable for shocked flows at low reduced frequencies.

3.1 Nonlinearities in Unsteady Flow

Much of the work in unsteady flows in cascades has been based on the assumption

that the fluid flow in a cascade can be linearized about some nominal steady flow. For

relatively small perturbations in the flow, this is a reasonable assumption and certainly

goes a long way toward simplifying the nonlinear unsteady compressible flow equations.

But the perturbation analysis may not be valid for flows with finite perturbations or for

the levels of unsteadiness typically found in turbomachines. In this section, the effect of

nonlinearities will be examined using two approaches. In Section 3.1.1, a Fourier series

analysis is used to demonstrate the appearence of higher harmonic components due

t_>nonlinearities. In Section 3.1.2, a series of numerical experiments will be performed

using a time-accurate time-marching Euler code to quantitatively demonstrate the effect

of nonlinearities on unsteady flow solutions for finite flow perturbations.
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3.1.1 Fourier Analysis of Unsteady Flows

To begin our discussion, consider again the continuity equation for flow in a quasi-

one-dimensional channel.

The continuity equation, like the momentum and energy equations, is nonlinear in the

primitive variables and homogeneous. Since the Euler equations are homogeneous, any

unste_liness will arise from the applied boundary conditions such as those due to up-

stream flow perturbations or downstream pressure perturbations. Suppose that these

external excitations are sinusoidal in time with frequency o_. Because the Euler equa-

tions are nonlinear, the exact time dependent solution in general will not be sinusoidal.

However, after any initial transients which arise due to the initial conditions decay

away, the flow will be periodic in time with period T = 2_/_. Therefore, the primi-

tive variables can be expanded in s complex Fourier series with fundamental frequency

[32].
oO

pCx,t)= p.(x)j

E
n oo

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
n oo

where Pn, u,, and p, are complex functions of z alone.

To obtain the Fourier coetiicients, a Fourier transform is used to convert the time

history of the periodic flow into the frequency domain. For complex Fourier series, the

transform is given by

1//p0(=)= p(x,t) dt (3.5)

pn(z) = _ p(z,t)e -j'j_ dt (3.6)

Alternatively, one could represent the periodic time history of the flow in a Fourier

sine and cosine series. Hence, for example, the density is given by

oo oo

p(z,t)=po(z)+ _-_ pro(z) cos(n_t) + _-_ pm(z)sinCn_t) (3.7)
n_-I n=l
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where the coeffcients po, pen, and p.. are given by

I/0"po(x)= _ p(x,Odt (3.8)

po,,(x)= _ p(x,OcosC_,,)dt (3.9)

po.(_)= _ p(-,Osin(_,.)dt (3.1o)

The Fourier sine and cosine series is really equivalent to the complex Fourier series.

The relationship between the complex Fourier series coei_icients and the sine and cosine

series coef_cients is

p0.(x) = (p.(z) + p-.(z)) (3.11)

(3.12)
1

p..(z) = _ (P"(z) - p_.(z))

Furthermore, if the function p(z, t) is a real function, then

pe.(z) = Re(p.(z)) (3.13)

pm(z) = -Lm(p.(z)) (3.14)

p_. = p: (3.15)

where the * symbol indicates the conjugate operator.

So long as the flow is periodic, the Fourier series representation is a perfectly general

way to describe the flow. More importantly, however, is the fact that the Fourier series

representation allows us to systematically examine the effects of nonlinearities in the

flow. The general procedure is to substitute the complex Fourier series representation

of the primitive variables into the Euler equations. The resulting partial differential

equations are then in terms of the Fourier coefficients. Hence, the differential equations

describe the way the coefficients are related to one another. A careful asymptotic

analysis of the behavior of the Fourier coefficients provides insight into the behavior of

the nonlinear flow.

To begin, Equations 3.2-3.4 are substituted into the Euler equations. Wherever

products of primitive variables occur, the multiplication of the Fourier series is carried

out term by term. For example, in the continuity equation the multiplication of the
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product pu iscarriedout term by term and the resultingseriesisrearranged in like

powers of exp(jwt). For the continuityequation to hold, the resultingseriesshould

vanishterm by term. Hence we have that

a

_zA (pouo + plu-i -I- p2u-2 +"" + p-lul + p-2u2 +'" ") = 0 (3.16)

jo:Apl + _---_A(p0ul + plu0 + p2u-x +'-- + p-lu= + p-=u3 +...) = 0 (3.17)

- joaAp_l + _---_A(pou-I -t- p-luo + p-2ul +"" -I- plu-2 -t- p=u-s +-" ") = 0 (3.18)

#

2jo_Ap2 + -_zA (plul + p2uo + p3u-i +-" + p0u2 + p-lus +-" ") = 0 (3.19)

- 2jo:Ap-2 + _---_A(p-lu-1 + p-2u0 + p-sul +'-" + p0u-2 + plu-s +" ") = 0 (3.20)

and so forth.

To solve completely for the periodic flow in the channel, one would have to solve

simultaneously for all the Fourier coe$cients. This of course is impossible since in

principle one would have to solve an infinite number of nonlinear simultaneous difl'er-

ential equations. Nevertheless, some insight into the effects of nonlinearities on higher

harmonic content can be found by looking at the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier

components as the perturbation level gets small. Let us assume for the moment that

po >> p+l _ p±n and u0 >> U±l _ u±,. Then to leading order, the Fourier coe_cients

are given by
a

_-_zpouoA -- 0 (3.21)

jcOApl + _--'_A(poul + pluo) = 0 (3.22)

2jo:Ap2 + _--_A (plul + P2Uo + p0u2) = 0 (3.23)

Equation 3.21 is simply the steady state continuity equation. That is to say that the

leading order behavior of the mean flow continuity equation is equivalent to the steady

flow continuity equation. Equation 3.22 is the linearized continuity equation on which

the unsteady analysis developed in this report is based. Finally, Equation 3.23 is the

leading order behavior of the second harmonic component in the flow. Note that the

second harmonic component is excited by the perturbation product of the fundamental
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componentsplUl. This means that for small levels of unsteady flow, the unsteady

motion of the fluid will be nearly harmonic in time as this product is extremely small.

However, as the level of unsteadiness gets larger, the product will become larger until at

some point the second harmonic content will become significant. The component of the

second fundamental frequency present will be approximately proportional to the square

of the excitation level.

We have just seen that to leading order, the linearized Euler equations give the cor-

rect results. Next consider the higher order corrections to Equations 3.21-3.23. Keeping

only the next highest order terms in the mean flow equation gives

a"z Apouo "t-_(pclu,1 -t- pslU,1) ----0 (3.24)

In other words, the mean flow is altered by the presence of unsteadiness. This effect,

although second order, can be important if the unsteadiness is large. These modifying

terms in the continuity equation (and also in the momentum and energy equations) are

analogous to the Reynolds stress terms which appear in the analysis of turbulent flows.

Because the equations which describe the unsteady flow are nonlinear, the mean flow is

not the same as the steady flow. For boundary layers, this means that the mean flow for

a laminar (steady) flow is not the same as the mean flow for a turbulent (unsteady) flow.

For aeroelastic problems, it means that the steady pressure distribution on an airfoil is

not the same as the mean pressure distribution on a vibrating airfoil. Fortunately, this

effect is second order and therefore vanishes as the unsteadiness becomes small.

Similarly, the higher order corrections to the first order (linearized) Euler equations

are third order, or two orders higher than the leading order behavior. Therefore the

linearized equations are valid so long as the square of the unsteadiness is not significant.

Said another way, the difference between the results of the linearized Euler analysis and

an exact solution will be of the order of the square of the unsteadiness. This sort of

asymptotic analysis shows qualitatively that the linearized Euler analysis is valid for

small to moderate levels of unsteadiness. In the next section, a time'marching Euler

code will be used to determine the unsteady flow in a channel for increasing levels of

unsteadiness. The results will be compared to the qualitative analysis of this section. "
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3.1.2 Numerical Examples

In Section3.1.2,the qualitative behaviorof nonlinearitiesin unsteadyflow was

examinedby looking at the asymptotic behavior of the various Fourier components

of the flow. In this section, we will numerically examine the effects of nonlinearities

on unsteady flows by performing a numerical experiment. In this experiment, a time-

accurate Euler code is used to calculate the unsteady flow in a quasi-one-dimensional

channel. The source of the unsteadiness in the flow is a harmonic variation in the

upstream total pressure and density. The calculated time history of the flow can then

be Fourier transformed to obtain the Fourier components of the flow.

For this numerical experimevbt, the one-dimensional, time-accurate, conservative,

implicit Euler code of Giles [31] was used as the test vehicle. The general procedure

is to first run the code with steady boundary conditions at the inlet and exit of the

channel. The code is time marched until the flow reaches a steady state solution. Then,

using this solution as a starting point, the code is restarted, but this time the boundary

conditions are sinusoidal in time. The code is time marched sufficiently long enough so

that initial transients will have decayed. The resulting unsteady flow will be periodic

in time although not necessarily sinusoidal due to the nonlinear nature of the Euler

equations. The time history of one period of the flow is then Fourier transformed to

obtain the zeroth, first, and second Fourier components of the flow.

For the first case studied, the nominal mean flow was subsonic. The channel is

defined on the domain z E [0,1] and has the area distribution A(z) = 1 - _sin2(_z).

Shown in Figure 2.3 are the nominal steady pressure, density, and velocity through the

channel. For this case, the upstream total pressure Pro was set to 1.175, the upstream

total density PTO to 1.122, and the downstream static pressure Pexit to unity. Giles'

code was time marched until a steady state solution was obtained.

Next, to investigate the unsteady flow in the channel, the code was restarted and

the upstream total pressure upstream was varied as Pr = Pro + APT cos(_t) with a

frequency c# of 1.0472. The upstream total density was varied such that the inlet flow

was isentropic. For the cases reported here, the total pressure variation APT was 0.005,

0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10. Downstream, the pressure was held fixed at unity. Giles'
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Figure 3.1: Pressure at the throat of a converging-diverging channel for an upstream

variation in total pressure and density. The excitation frequency w is 1.0472. Note the

higher harmonics present in the flow.

code was time marched long enough for the flow to reach a periodic state, that is, until

all transient behavior dependent on the initial conditions had decayed away. Then, one

period of the response was Fourier transformed to determine the harmonic content of

the flow.

Figure 3.1 shows a typical calculated time history of the flow in the channel. For this

case, APT -- 0.05, and _ -- 1.0472. Plotted is the calculated pressure ms a function of

time at the throat of the channel. Clearly, the flow is not sinusoidal in time, but rather

is periodic (or nearly so after the transients have passed) and contains a significant level

of higher harmonic content. Figure 3.2 shows the computed harmonic content of the
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nel for an upstream variation in total pressure and density. The excitation frequency

is 1.0472. Note the significant levels of the second harmonic.
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Figure 8.8: Mean flow through s converging-diverging channel for various levels of

upstream excitation. The excitation frequency co is 1.0472

zeroth, first, and second harmonic frequencies. The large level of the higher harmonic

(second) content indicates that for this level of unsteadiness in the flow, nonlinear effects

are important, at least if one wishes to determine the precise time history of the flow.

Figure 3.3 shows the mean flow through the channel for various levels of upstream

total pressure variation. Note that for total pressure variations of 0.005, 0.010, and

0.020, the mean pressures are nearly indistinguishable from one another. For a total

pressure vaziation of 0.050, the mean pressure deviates slightly from the steady solution

at the throat. For a total pressure variation of 0.I00, the difference is even more pro-

nounced. Recall that the mean flow is modified by a Reynolds stress like term in regions

of large Row unstea_liness. As will be seen shortly, the region of greatest unsteadiness
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Figure 3.4: First harmonic component in unsteady pressure for increasing levels of

unsteadiness in the flow.

is in the neighborhood of the throat. Hence, this is where nonlinear effects will first be

noticed.

Shown in Figure 3.4 are the first harmonic components calculated from Giles' results.

So that they all appear on the same scale, the results are scaled by the excitation level

APr. The linear theory and the time-marching solution for a total pressure variation

APT of 0.005, 0.01, and 0.02 give virtually identical results. Even the APT = 0.05

case, which has significant levels of higher (second) harmonic components, has good

agreement with the linearized theory. For higher levels of unsteadiness, however, the

results begin to differ significantly.

Next we wish to test the hypothesis that the second harmonic components are pro-
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portional to the square of the excitation level for low levels of unsteadiness. Figure 3.5

shows the second harmonic components scaled by AP_,. Note that for APT = 0.005,

0.01, and 0.02, the components agree well with one another. For higher levels of un-

steadiness, the agreement is not as good, but are still of the same order. These results

demonstrate clearly that for small levels of unsteadiness, the second harmonic terms

appear with the square of the level of unsteadiness.

Note that in all three cases, the zeroth, first and second harmonic components begin

to deviate from the small their limiting values at a total pressure variation APT of about

0.05. At this level of inlet disturbance, the magnitude of the first harmonic component

of the pressure is a maximum near the throat and has a magnitude of about 0.075 or
D

about ten percent of the local pressure. The second harmonic component is around four

percent of the steady pressure at the throat. Although one case is hardly representative

of all unsteady flows, this example does give a feeling for the level of unsteadiness at

which the linearized Euler analysis is no longer valid.

As a second example, consider the transonic channel flow shown in Figure 2.7. The

inlet total pressure and density are 1.25 and 1.173 respectively. The exit static pressure

is 1.0. This back pressure is low enough to choke the flow. The flow enters the channel

subsonically, passes through the sonic line at the throat, becomes supersonic, then

shocks and exits the channel subsonically. Unsteadiness is introduced in this example

by varying the back pressure sinusoidally in time such that Pexit ---- Pexit "f"APe:dt cos(wt)

where the frequency _ is 1.0472. This unsteady back pressure produces unsteady flow

aft of the shock as well as motion of the shock itself. The flow upstream of the shock

will be quiescent unless the shock motion is so large that the shock moves upstream

of the throat. The linear theory predicts that the unsteady pressure and shock motion

will be sinusoidal.

As with the subsonic case, Giles' code was time marched until a steady-state solution

was obtained. Then the code was restarted and run for various levels of unsteady back

pressure. For the cases studied here, the unsteady variations of the back pressure Ape,at

are 0.010, 0.020, 0.040, and 0.080. For all cases except the last, the shock oscillated back

and forth in the channel without passing through the throat. For the last case, however,
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Table 3.1: Fourier components of nonlinear shock motion for various levels of unsteady

back pressure.

APexit

0.01

0.02

0.04

Linear

XmO

0.6791

0.6782

0.6737

0.6805

APexit Apexit

-0.0999 1.1846

-0.0934 1.1918

-0.0554 1.2214

-0.0996 1.1777

0.9950 -1.3732

0.7949 -1.8210

0.7171 -2.0072

the shock motion was great enough so that the shock passed completely through the

throat and then disappeared slightly ahead of the throat. At a later time in the cycle

the shock reformed in the aft section of the channel and the cycle was repeated.

The unsteady pressure time histories were Fourier transformed to obtain the zeroth-,

first-, and second-harmonic components of the flow. These results for the zeroth- and

first-harmonic are shown in Figures 3.6-3.7. The pressure in this region is anharmonic

due the passing of the shock and the corresponding sudden pressure rise or fall. There-

fore, the Fourier transform of this time history will resemble an impulse in the vicinity

of the shock. The harmonic components of the time history are not presented in the

region of the channel in which the shock oscillated. Figure 3.6 shows the mean flow

through the channel along with the computed steady flow. Note that the mean flow is

indistinguishable from the steady flow in all cases (at least away from the shock).

Shown in Figure 3.7 is the first-harmonic component of the unsteady shocked flow

as computed from the time-marching code. The results are scaled by Ape_t. Behind

the shock, the unsteady pressure distributions are nearly identical for all of the cases

although the case where Apexit is 0.080 differs very slightly from the other cases and the

linear solution. Upstream of the shock, the flow is quiescent except for this last case.

The shock passing upstream through the throat allows the downstream influence to be

felt upstream of the throat.

Table 3.1.2 shows the mean, first harmonic, and second harmonic components of the

shock motion. The mean position of the shock is seen to move slightly forward with
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pears, and then reforms aft of the throat.
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increasing downstream back pressure variation. The situation is somewhat analogous

to a nonlinear spring. It is easier to move the shock a finite distance forward than it

is to move it aft. This occurs because the shock gets weaker as it moves forward and

stronger as it moves aft. The first-harmonic content is seen to agree quite well with

linear theory for the first two cases. The magnitude of shock motion agrees to within

about 1.2 percent and the phase agrees to within less than 0.5 degrees. For the case

of Apexit of 0.040, the error is about 3.5 percent in magnitude, while the phase is off

by about 2.3 degrees. This is a truly remarkable result considering the tots] shock

excursion is about 10 percent of the channel length for this case. For shock excursions

much larger than this, the linear analysis is no longer valid as the shock disappears and
P

reappears over the cycle.

These results have important implications for the aeroelastic analysis of turboma-

chinery. As a rough rule of thumb, a linearized analysis should be regarded as suspect

if the amplitudes of the unsteady part of the flow flow is greater than ten percent of

the tots] local values. For example, to predict the onset of flutter, which is governed

by the behavior of the unsteady flow for very small flow perturbations, the unsteady

flow may be modelled via a small perturbation analysis, other hand, the blades cannot.

to predict the forced response of the blading due to incoming wakes or inlet distortion,

the unsteady flow may or may not be analyzed accurately using a linearized analysis

depending on the level of unsteadiness.

3.2 Comparison to Full Potent|al Theory

Some of the most widely used methods for predicting subsonic and transonic un-

steady flows through real cascades are those based on linearized full potential the-

ory [33,19]. However, the isentropic assumption inherent in the potential theory places

a limit on its ability to accurately predict unsteady flows containing shocks (just as

the inviscid assumption may place limitations on the linearized Euler method). In this

section, we will compare results based on linearized Euler theory to those based on full

potential theory. In particular, it will be shown that the isentropic assumption can

produce serious errors in the predicted shock motion even for relatively weak shocks,
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especially for low reduced frequencies.

For some transonic flow problems, the full potential equations provide a useful ap-

proximation. By assuming the flow is irrotational the velocity can be expressed as the

gradient of a single scalar function, i.e., the velocity potential. If the flow is further

assumed to be isentropic, the other primitive variables can also be expressed in terms

of this potential. The equations which describe this irrotational and isentropic fluid

motion are essentially a statement of mass conservation so that momentum and energy

will, in general, not be conserved at shocks. Nevertheless, these equations have been

shown to give reasonably good predictions Of steady transonic flows for Mach numbers

less than about 1.3. The purpose of this section is test whether linearized unsteady

flow predictions based on the potential equations also give good results for such Mach

numbers.

Numerical Comparison of Full Potential and Euler Theories

As a test of the linearised full potential theory, let us return to the example presented

in Sections 2.2.7 and 2.3.7. We wish to compare the steady and unsteady transonic

flows predicted by the Euler theories to those computed by the potential theory. First

consider the steady flow problem. For the Euler solution, we specified the upstream total

pressure and density and the downstream static pressure. Picking this back pressure

fixes the location of the shock in the channel. Once the flow is choked, decreasing the

back pressure further does not increase the mass flow through the channel. Further, the

pressure at the exit of the channel is somewhat less than the pressure at the inlet due

to the total pressure loss across the shock. The situation is somewhat different in the

potential flow problem. If the flow is choked, then the pressure is a function of the local

area alone. This function is multi-valued having a subsonic and a supersonic branch.

But if the flow is choked, and the flow is subsonic at both the inlet and the exit, then (if

the channel is symmetric) the pressure at the exit must be equal to the inlet pressure.

In other words, one cannot arbitrarily set the back pressure and get a valid solution to

the full potential equations. This is because there is no total pressure loss through the

shock. Hence, there is no mechanism to set the shock position in the potential theory.
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This situation is showngraphicallyin Figure3.8.

Therefore,to comparethepotentialandEulersolutions,wechoosethebackpressure

ofthepotentialsolutionto beconsistentwith theincomingstaticpressure,andtheshock

position to coincidewith the Euler solutionshockposition. The Euler and potential

baseflowsareshownin Figure3.9. Notethat aheadof the shock,the two flowsare

identical.Downstreamof the shock,however,the pressureand densitypredictedfrom

the potential theoryare larger than thosepredictedfrom the Euler theory, while the

velocity is smaller. If one were only interested in steady solutions, these differences

might be considered small and acceptable. As we will see, however, these relatively

small differences can produce much more significant errors in the predicted unsteady

flOWS.

Consider once again the unsteady transonic flow problem presented first considered

in Section 2.3.7. Upstream, the total pressure and density are varied harmonically

with a frequency w of 1.257, while downstream the static pressure is held constant.

Figure 3.10 shows the computed unsteady pressure distributions for the linearized

Euler and linearized potential theories. Ahead of the shock, the two theories produce

identical results. This is hardly surprising since ahead of the shock the flow is isentropic.

Downstream, however, there are some differences between the two solutions. More

disturbing, the computed shock motions differ significantly. The difference between the

phases of the two predicted shock motions is 30.5 degrees. Furthermore, the shock

displacement predicted by potential theory is 26 percent less that that predicted by

Euler theory. Why then are there such large differences in the unsteady results?

Part of the answer lies in the differences in the steady pressure, density, and velocity

downstream of the shock. These quantities determine the speed at which pressure waves

travel in the fluid. These pressure waves are sometimes referred to as the J- and J+

characteristics. The speeds at which these waves travel are given by

c j- = U - C (3.25)

cj+ = U + C (3.26)

where C isthe local speed of sound. Note that downstream of the shock, the character-
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istic speeds differ for the Euler and potential theories. Hence, any disturbance which is

reflected off of the exit boundary and propagates forward will move at the wrong speed

in the potential theory. This upstream travelling pressure wave arrives at the shock at

the wrong time, causing a phase error in the shock motion. This is at least part of the

reason for the difference between the two theories.

One could argue that this model problem is too contrived, that for more physical

problems, a rs_liation boundary condition would be required at the exit flow boundary.

Hence, this upstream travelling pressure wave would not be present (or at least less

prevalent) and this problem would be alleviated. To some extent this is a fair criticism

of this model problem. Therefore, for our next model problem, we will apply a r_liation

boundary condition at the exit. This is done by setting the incoming characteristic

variable to zero. A characteristic analysis (see Chapter 5) shows that the incoming

characteristic is given by

for the Euler theory and

1
wj- ----u _p (3.27)

VTPr

1

wj- -- u Vr._p -- (1 - M)u + jw_b (3.28)

for the potential theory. The static-pressure exit-boundary conditions were replaced

by requiring the incoming characteristic to be zero. Figure 3.11 shows the computed

results. The agreement is somewhat better, but note that the predicted shock motions

still do not agree that well. In particular, the difference shock motion predicted by the

potential theory lags that predicted by the Euler theory by 26.8 degrees. This phase

lag was identified as a problem with potential theory by Ashley [34].

Next, the two codes were run for the same case except that the forcing frequency

was lowered to a_ - 0.1. The results are shown in Figure 3.12 Note that now the

disagreement becomes worse, especially for the predicted shock displacements. The

magnitude of this shock displacement predicted using potential theory is 5.9 times larger

than that predicted from the Euler theory. The phase difference between the predicted

shock motions is 83 degrees. Earlier, we saw that the zero frequency shock displacement

(i.e., the steady shock position) depends on the ratio of the back pressure to the total
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inlet pressure. In other words, the displacement of the shock per unit change in this

pressure ratio is equal to the slope of the steady shock position as a function of pressure

ratio. For the Euler theory, this slope is finite. But in the potential theory, the steady

shock can can occur anywhere behind the throat with tile exit pressure fixed as shown

in Figure 3.8. That is to say that the slope of the shock position curve is infinite.

Hence, for low frequencies, the shock motion becomes very large and is unbounded as

the frequency goes to zero.

Figure 3.13 shows a frequency response plot showing the shock motion in the chan-

nel versus the frequency of excitation. As before, the upstream total pressure and

density are varied, while downstream, radiation boundary conditions are applied. Note

that for the Euler theory, the shock motion amplitude approaches a finite value as the

excitation frequency approaches zero. The potential theory, on the other hand, predicts

an unbounded response at zero frequency. This phenomenon is due to the isentropic

assumption of the potential theory which does not allow for a loss in total pressure
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acrossthe shock. Hence,thereexistsno mechanismto constrain the motion of the

shock. It shouldbementionedthat it maybepossibleto modify the potential theory

to partially account for the steady and unsteady entropy generation at shocks. Recent

work by Fuglsang and Williams [35] demonstrated that such corrections greatly improve

the steady and unsteady flow predictions of the transonic small potential methods.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, some of the advantages and limitations of the present method have

examined. It was demonstrated that the linearized unsteady Euler analysis compares

well with the nonlinear Euler an_iysis so long as the unsteadiness in the flow is less

than about 10 percent of the mean flow. Hence, the linearized Euler analysis is useful

for most aeroelastic analyses. Furthermore, it is believed that the linearised Euler

analysis provides a significant improvement over current linearized potential analyses in

the modelling of flows with shocks.
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Chapter 4

Fundamentals of

Two-Dimensional Linearized

Euler Theory

Unsteady flows present many problems in the design and operation of turbomachin-

ery ranging from noise, to unsteady heat transfer, to stall and surge. In this work,

however, we are mainly concerned with the aeroelastic aspects of unsteady flows. In

other words, we wish to determine the unsteady loads felt by the engine structure due

to the unsteady flow field. In particular, the two main aeroelastic phenomena of interest

are the flutter and forced response of blade rows. For the purposes of studying these

problems, we will assume that the flow is adiabatic, inviscid, and compressible, but

may be rotational and nonisentropic. These assumptions are reasonable so long as the

flow remains attached and the blade boundary layers and wakes are confined to narrow

regions.

In Section 4.1 the conservation principles for an adiabatic, inviscid, compressible

fluid will be presented in both integral and differential form. These different forms of

the fundamental physical laws which govern the flow are each useful for different parts

of the unsteady flow analysis. For instance, the integral forms are preferred for the

derivation of shock and wake jump conditions and for the numerical integration tech-
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niques, while the differential form is useful in analyzing the far-field behavior of the

fluid. In Section 4.2, the linearization of the nonlinear Euler equations is presented.

These lineazized equations are at the heart of the unsteady flow analysis. The lineariza-

tion is carried about some nominal steady flow. Hence, before the unsteady flow can

be analyzed, the steady solution must be known. In Section 4.3 the basic steady Euler

solver is introduced. The steady Euler equations are solved using a Newton iteration

procedure. Finally, in Section 4.4 the details of the linearized unsteady Euler solver are

presented. This includes the discretization of the field equations, the linearization and

discretization of the unsteady boundary conditions, and the numerics] solution of the

resulting equation set.

4.1 The Conservation Laws

The conservationequationsare wellknown (seeforexample [36])but are discussed

hereforcompleteness.Inthissection,threedifferentforms ofthe conservationequations

are presented.Although allthreeare equivalent,theirdifferentforms are advantageous

for differentaspects of the analysisof unsteady flows. In Section 4.1.1the integral

form ofthe conservationlawswillbe presentedforthe caseof a controlvolume fixedin

space. In Section4.1.2,thisintegralform of the conservationlaws isextended to the

caseof a deformablecontrolvolume. This form isparticularlyusefulforthe derivation

ofshock and wake jump conditions.FinallyinSection4.1.3,the differentialform ofthe

conservationequations,known as the Euler equationsare presented.These are useful

foranalyzingthe far-fieldbehaviorof the unsteady flow.

4.1.1 Integral Form of the Conservation Laws

We will consider the conservation principles applied to a non-heat conducting, invis-

cid fluid. The quantities to be conserved are mass, momentum, and energy. Consider a

fluid passing through a region D enclosed by a surface S which is fixed in space as shown

in Figure 4.1. The statement of conservation of mass is that the rate of increase of mass

within the volume is equal to the rate at which mass flows into the region through the
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D

Figure4.1:Controlvolume used toderivemomentum equations.The volume isassumed

to be fixedin space with the fluidflowingthrough the volume's surface.

surface(themass flux). In mathematical terms

fD  -- pdD = - fspV" ndS (4.1)

The minus sign on the right hand side of Equation 4.1 is due to the fact that a velocity

vector V in the direction of the outward normal n corresponds to mass flowing oat of

the region, not in.

In a similar way, the conservation of momentum can be expressed. The statement

of the conservation of momentum is that the rate of change of momentum of a group of

fluid particles is equal to the sum of the body forces acting on the fluid particles plus

the integrated surface forces acting on the surface. In the absence of body forces, we

have that

/o° [ [Npv l_dS (4.2)

The firstterm in Equation 4.2 representsthe rateof change of momentum within the

region D, while the second term representsthe rate at which momentum leavesthe

domain (themomentum flux).The two terms combined representthe rateof change
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of momentum of the group of fluid particles which pass through the surface S at any

instant of time. This then _b equal to the sum of the forces acting on the boundary of

the surface S.

Finally, the conservation of energy is considered. In this case, the net rate of energy

increase of a group of fluid particles is equal to the work done on them by external

forces. Hence we have that

fD a_(e + PV_-)dD + [Js(e + nds = - /spv" nds (4.3)

where • is the internal energy per unit volume of the fluid. The term pV2/2 represents

the kinetic energy per unit volume. The rate of change of total energy of a group of

fluid particles is equal to the two terms on the left hand side of Equation 4.3. This

in turn is equal to the rate of external work done by the static pressure acting on the

surface S.

4.1.2 Integral Form of the Conservation Laws for Deforming Vol-

umes

The integral conservation Equations (Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) were presented

for the case of a fixed volume in space. Although this form of the conservation laws

is especially useful for deriving the differential form of the conservation equations, and

consequently for the numerical integration of the conservation laws, a more general form

of these equations allows for the domain D enclosed by the surface S to move rather

than to be fixed in space. This latter form is useful for deriving the shock jump and

wake jump conditions.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 4.2. A surface S encloses a control volume

D. The vector R traces out the surface of the control volume. This surface vector is

a function of time, however, so that the enclosed volume is not constant. Hence, the

flux through the boundary is not only a function of the fluid velocity V, but also of the

velocity of the surface _-. As before, the time rate of change of the enclosed volume

of mass is equal to the mass flux through the surface, but the flux is now composed of
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Figure4.2: Nonstationarycontrolvolume.The flux through the control volume surface

is composed of two parts: The flux due to the fluid motion, and the flux due to the
motion of the control volume surface.

two parts.

d p(V- 8R •_ fD ,dD ----Is _ ) ndS

Note that the time derivative appears outside the volume integral.

Similarly, one can express the conservation of momentum and energy as

(4.4)

8
d fDPVdD + /sPV(V- _R).ndS =-/sPndS (4.5)

d 8

fD(e+pV'/2)dD+ fs(e+ pV'/2)(V- _R) •ndS =- _ pV.ndS (4.6)

4.1.3 Differential Form of the Conservation Laws

In the previous two sections, the conservations laws were presented in integral form.

Often, however, it is more useful to express the conservation equations in differential

form. The divergence theorem can be used to make this transformation. For example,

consider the conservation of mass in integral form (Equation 4.1). Using the divergence

theorem, the integral on the right hand side can be converted from a surface integral
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into avolumeintegral.After this transformation,the integralform of the conservation

of massbecomes

)p + v. (pT) dD = 0 (4._)
JD

If Equation 4.7 is to hold for any arbitrary region of fluid, then it must be that the

integrand vanishes identically everywhere within the fluid.

The conservation of momentum and energy can be similarly reduced to partial dif-

ferential equations. Together with the conservation of mass, these equations are the

well known Euler equations which are given by

8

at

P

pu 8

+ o---_
pv

eo

pu

pu 2 + P

puv

puho

pu

puv

pv 2 + P

pvho

=0 (4.s)

where e0 is the total internal energy per unit volume, and ho is the total enthalpy per

unit mass. So at this point we have six unknowns and four equations. The unknowns

are p, u, v, p, e, and h0. The additional equations needed come from the definition

of enthalpy, and the relationship between the energy and the state of the fluid. These

latter two relationships can be used to eliminate the total internal energy and total

enthalpy from Equation 4.8 in favor of the four primitive variables p, u, v, and p. The

enthalpy, and total energy are given by

ho = (e0 + p) (4.9)
P

eo -- • -t- lp(u' -t- v _) (4.10)
2

The internal energy • is in general a complex function of the state of the gas, but for an

ideal gas with constant specific heats, the internal energy is given by • -- _I--_-Tp.Hence,

under this assumption, the Euler equations can be expressed as

pu

pu 2 "Jr p

puv

--___+ ½pu(u'+ ,,')

4-
a

at

P

pu

pv

+ ½p(u'+ _')
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p_

0 puv
--0 (4.11)

Oy p_ + p

With the Euler equations expressed in this form, we have four unknowns and four

equations. This form, although slightly less general than Equation 4.8, will be used

throughout this report. Implicit in these equations is the assumption of an ideal gas.

Note that from Equation 4.8 we see that for steady flows we have that Y.Vh0 is zero.

This means that total enthalpy is constant along streamlines in steady flows. Hence, if

the total enthalpy is constant in the upstream region of a given flow, the total enthalpy

will be constant everywhere in the flow. In this case, the flow is said to be homoenergetic.

If the flow is homoenergetic, the energy equation can be eliminated from Equations 4.8

and 4.11, as well as one of the primitive variables. Eliminating the pressure p in favor

of the remaining primitive variables, and making the same assumptions as before about

the nature of the fluid gives

0

az

where

pu

pu= + p

puv

pv

puv

pv 2 + P

=0 (4.12)

"T-l[pho-lp(u'+v2)]P-

This form of the steady Euler equations simplifies the numerical computation of the

steady flow. Having only three equations per computational node instead of four cuts

the computational time by a factor of about two for the direct solver used in this

research.

4.2 Linearized Euler Equations

In the first part of this chapter, the Euler equations were presented in a few of

their many forms. In this section, the Euler equation are linearized to obtain the

two-dimensional unsteady linearized Euler equations. As in Chapter 2, the analysis is
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composed of two main parts. In the first part, the steady flow is determined. In the

second part, the Euler equations are linearized about the steady operating point. The

linearized Euler equations are then be used to compute the unsteady flow. As shown in

Chapter 3, this unsteady solution will be valid so long as the resulting flow perturbations

are relatively small. In this section, the linearized Euler equations will be developed.

4.2.1 Field Equation Linearization

As in Chapter 2, the full time dependent flow is then approximated as the sum of a

mean and a small perturbation component.

_(.,_,t) = _(.,_) + p(.,_,t) (4.13)

_(z,y,t) = U(z,y) + u(z,y,t) (4.14)

_(z,y,t) = V(z,y) + v(z,y,t) (4.15)

_(z,y,t) ---- P(z,y)+p(z,y,t) (4.16)

Further, it is assumed that the perturbation is much smaller in magnitude than the

corresponding mean component. It should be pointed out that this approximation is

valid asymptotically as the perturbation in the flow tends toward zero. It is not an

exact representation of the flow. As shown in Chapter 3, however, this approximation

gives good predictions for moderate levels of unsteadiness.

Next, the perturbation assumptions (Equations 4.13-4.16) are substituted into the

Euler equations (Equation 4.11). Collecting terms of equal order and neglecting terms

of higher order produces the equation for the steady flow, and the equations for the

unsteady perturbation quantities. The steady flow equations are given by

8

8,

_U

_U2 + P

_UV

8
+a--_

#-#v

_uv

p-v2 + p

_-__,Pv+ ½_(u' + v')

--0 (4.17)

which is just the original equations with time derivative terms set to zero. More inter-
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estingare the first orderperturbationequations,whicharegivenby

8

8z

8

8t

1 0 0 0

u _ o o

v o _ o

½(u2+ v') 7 .

U

U 2

UV

½u(u' + v')

V 0

uv 7

V 2 0

P

U

+
V

P

8

av

0

2_U 0

7 _U

+ + ½7 2 - uv

o

_u o

2p-v 1

"1-1

0

1

0

J

i

P

P

M

+

.P

--0 (4.18)

These equations are //nearin the perturbationvariables.The mean flowcomponents

are known from the solutionof Equation 4.17. Hence, the matrices premultiplying

the perturbationvariablesare known variablecoemcient matrices. Note alsothat the

perturbationequationsare in so-calledconservationform. One could in principletime

march theselinearequationsto obtainan unsteadysolutionto the Euler equationsvalid

forsmalldeviationsaway from the mean flow.However, ifthe flowofinterestisperiodic

in time,then the unsteady perturbationcan be representedas a Fourierseries.Hence,

forexample, the densitycan be expressedas

+0o

p(z,y,t)= Z P"(z,Y) ejm#' (4.19)
FI_--OO

where o: is the fundamental frequency given by o_ = 21r/T. But since the first-order equa-

tions are linear, the behavior of each Fourier component can be analyzed individually,

then summed together to form the total solution. Hence, without lo_ of generality, the

Fourier components will be analyzed term by term. Furthermore, many flows of interest

are not only periodic, but are also nearly harmonic. Hence, we let

p(z,y,t)--* p(z,y)e i_t (4.20)
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u(z,y,t) --* uCz, y)e _iwt (4.21)

v(z,y,t) -* vCz, Y)e j_t (4.22)

p(z,y,t) --* pCz, Y)e j_t (4.23)

The perturbation amplitudes p, u, v, and p are complex. Substitution of the harmonic

assumption into the linearized Euler equations gives
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V

I,

¼

=0 (4.24)
P

P

Equation 4.24 can be expressed in matrix notation as

]_BlU + _B,u + _B3u =0 (4.25)

Thus we can solve for all time by considering a single set of linear variable-coefficient

equations for each frequency of interest. Since only a single set of equations must be

solved, the linearized approach should be computationally more efficient than one in-

volving time marching. The former is well-suited for the flutter problem in cascades as

well as the inlet distortion problem. It is not so well-suited for the case of an unsteady

flow through a cascade which is driven by the wakes from the upstream stator be-

cause this sort of disturbance, although periodic, is not harmo,ic. This problem could,

perhaps, be better handled by time marching. However, one could in principle decom-

pose the wake disturbance into Fourier components, solve for each of these components

individually, and then sum the results to obtain the total solution.
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4.3 Solution of the Steady Euler Equations

In the previous section, the linearized unsteady Euler equations were presented.

Because these equations are linearized about some nominal steady flow, the steady

flow must first be calculated before the unsteady analysis can proceed. In this section,

the basic method for calculating the steady flow is discussed. This procedure closely

parallels the procedure used to calculate steady one-dimensional flows first presented in

Chapter 2. The nonlinear steady Euler equations are solved using a Newton iteration

procedure. The nonlinear problem is reduced to a series of linear partial differential

equations, each very similar to the unsteady linearized Euler equations. Each of these

linear problems is discretized on a computational grid and solved directly. The details

of this entire process are given below.

4.3.1 The Linearized Newton Iteration Equations

The Newton iteration method for solving two-dimensional partial differential equa-

tions is an extremely fast algorithm [24]. Furthermore, the method reduces the non-

linear steady Euler equations to a series of linear ones, each of which is similar to the

linearized unsteady Euler equations. Each linear problem can be solved directly using,

for example, a Gaussian elimination routine. Unfortunately, the Newton method is not

guaranteed to converge. With some care, however, the procedure usually converges.

Consider the steady Euler equations (Equation 4.17). Let us assume that an estimate

of the actual solution is known. Then the exact solution is assumed to be the sum of
t

the approximate solution plus a small correction. Hence

_(x,y) = _(x,y)+ pCx,_)

a(_,y) = u(.,_) + .(_, y)

_(_,v)= v(_,_) + _(_,_)

_(x,v) = P(.,_) + p(_,_)

(4.26)

(4.27)

C4.28)

(4.29)

where the left hand side is the _exact" solution, or at least a much improved estimate.

The two terms on the right hand side are the current estimate of the solution and the
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correction,respectively.Thecorrectionisassumedto besmallcomparedto thecurrent

estimate of the solution. Substitution of the assumed solution into the steady Euler

equations, expanding the result into a power series, and then truncating second- and

higher-terms gives the steady linearized Euler equations, i.e.,

I/
(4.30)

where u is the vector of correction perturbations [p, u, v] r. The term on the right-hand

side are the residuals of the steady equation based on the current estimate of the flow

[_, U, V] T. The left hand side represents the first order correction to the residuals due

to the correction perturbations u. The variable coefficient matrices are given by

0F

B2 = 0"-u (4.31)

0G

Bs-- 0-'-u- (4.32)

Note the similarity of the Newton iterations equations to the linearised unsteady Euler

equations (Equation 4.24). The two linearizations are basically the same. The main

differences are that the linearized unsteady equations contain a homogeneous term aris-

ing from the time-derivative term, while the Newton iteration equation contains an

inhomogeneous term which represents the residuals of the current solution estimate.

The basic Newton iteration procedure is to start with a reasonable guess for the

steady flow solution. The iteration equations are then discretized on a computational

grid and solved subject to an appropriate set of boundary conditions. Having determined

the corrections, these are then added to the current estimate of the solution to obtain an

improved estimate. The entire process is repeated until a converged solution is obtained.

For subsonic flows, convergence usually occurs after about five iterations. For transonic

flow calculations, the procedure usually converges in from five to ten iterations.

4.3.2 Discretization of the Newton Iteration Equations

The Newton iteration equations are linear variable coefficient equations. In gen-

eral, however, these equations cannot be solved exactly and, therefore, must be solved

numerically. In this section, the discretization procedure is discussed.
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Figure 4.3: Typical grid used in calculation of steady and unsteady channel flows.
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A typicalgridused to calculatechannel flowsisshown in Figure 4.3. The nodes

are referencedby two subscripts(i,j) denoting the node number in the streamwise and

normal directions.In the streamwise direction,the nodes are numbered from 1 to I,

whilein thenormal directionthe nodes are numbered form 1 to J. There are a totalof

(I- l)(J- I)cells.At each of thesecells,the Newton equationsare discretizedusinga

finitevolume operatorsimilarto the one used by Ni [23].Consider once again the New-

ton equations.Ifthe Newton equationsare satisfiedeverywhere within a conservation

cell,then thearea integralof the equationsisalsosatisfiedand givenby

where the limits of integration are over a single conservation cell. Using the divergence

theorem, thisarea integralisconvertedintoa lineintegralof the form.

rid,=- G).nda
J J

(4.34)

where n is the outward unit normal of the cell. This is the form of the Newton equations

which are discretized.

Consider a typicalconservationcellas shown inFigure 4.4 The primitivevariables

are storedatthe cellcorners.That isto say thescheme isa node-centeredscheme. The

trapezoidalruleisused to integratethe lineintegralsinEquation 4.34.For example, to

calculatetherighthand side,the valuesofF and G are calculatedateach ofthe nodes.

These valuesare averaged from the two nodes on each face,the dot product with nAs

isformed, and the contributionsfrom the four facesare summed. Hence, integration

around the cellgives

f Fi,j+ Fi+Ij Fi+ij + Fi+1,j+lAy2(F,G). nds _ 2 Ayl + 2

-_F_+Ij+12 + F_j+I Ays + FiJ+12 + F_j Ay4 - G_j +2G_+lj Azl

G_+l,i + G_+xj+XAz: _ Gi+lj+l + G_j+x Azs - G_j+I + Gi,iAz4
2 2 2

(4.35)

where

AZ 1 -_ Xi+l, j - Zi, i
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AZ2 _ Xi+l,j+l -- Zi+l,j

AX$ -" Zi,j+l -- Zi+l,j+l

AZ4 "- Xi,j -- Xi,j+l

Agl = Y_+l,j- Y_,j

A_ = Yi+1,j+1 -- Y_+I,j

A_ -- Yi,j+1 -- Y_+I,j+I

AYi = Y_,j- Y_,j+I

Rearranging slightly gives

(F,G) .n _ Fij 4-F_+l,j
Ay4 ÷ Ayl Ayl -4-A_ds

2 2

Ag2 + Ags Ag3 + Ayi Gi,j Az4 + Azl+F_+l,j+l 2 ÷ Fi,j+l 2 2

Azl + Azz Az: + Azs Azs + Az4
- G_+Ij 2 Gi+ij+1 2 G_,j+I 2

Similarly,the homogeneous portionof Equation 4.34isdiscretizedby

(4.36)

/(B2u, B3u). rid8 _ J_B2u_.#Ay4 + Ayx + _ J,B2u_+x,#Ayx + A_
2 2

+(B2u)i+1,j+lAl_ +2A_ + (B2u)_,j+sAt/:+2Ag4 (Bsu)ij Az4 +2AZl

- (Bsu)_+_,#Azl +2Az: (Bsu)i+x,#+1Azz +2Azs (B_u)_,j+zAzs +2Az4 (4.37)

This discretizationscheme issecond-orderaccurate.Furthermore, because the scheme

isnode centered,no extrapolationto the boundaries isrequired,as with ceil-centered

schemes, to apply boundary conditions.The major flawwith the scheme is that it

admits sawtoothor hourflassmodes. A sawtooth mode averages to zero at the face

centers.Hence, such modes do not contributeto the numericalintegrationaround the

cell.To eliminatesuch modes, a small amount of smoothing must be added to the

scheme. This istrue ofNi'stime-marching scheme as well.The additionof smoothing

isnot totallyundesirableas some smoothing must be added to stabilizethe solutionat

the soniclinefortransonicproblems. Regardless,very small amounts ofsmoothing are

requiredinpractice,but not enough to significantlyalterthe solution.
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4.3.3 Steady Flow Boundary Conditions

In addition to the discretization of the conservation equations, appropriate boundary

conditions must be specified, linearized, and then discretized for use in the Newton

iteration procedure. To start, consider the boundary conditions associated with two-

dimensional channel flows. For channel flows, there are three boundary regions: the

inflow boundary, the outflow boundary, and the channel walls. At each of these regions,

one or more boundary conditions will usually be applied.

Flow Tangency Condition

Along the solid wall boundaries of the channel, the flow is required to be tangent to the

wall. That is to say that no mass flows through the wall. This boundary condition is

expressed as

(t_,0). n -- 0 (4.38)

where n is the local unit normal to the wall. Expanding Equation 4.38 in terms of the

current estimate of the flow and the correction, we have that

(u,u) • n = -(U, V). n (4.39)

As this flow tangency condition is already linear in the correction perturbation variables,

no linearization step is required.

This boundary condition is applied at the face centers to the cell faces along the

channel walls. The normal is taken to be the normal of the face center and the velocities

are averaged from the nodes at the ends of the face. Hence, the discretized flow tangency

condition is given by

uij -t- ui+lj Ay -t- ui,j -t- Vi+lj Az = U_,j -F Ui+tj Ay V_,j -t- _+i,j Az (4.40)
2 2 2 2

where

AZ = Zi+l,j -- Zi,j, Ay = Yi+lj - Yij
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Outflow Boundary Conditions

For the channel flows consideredin thisreport,the outflow is subsonic. Hence, a

singleboundary conditionisappliedalong the outflowboundary. Although a variety

of boundary conditionscould be applied,in the presenteffort,the staticpressurewill

be specifiedat the outflowboundary. Sincethe steadyEuler equationsare being solved

with a reducedsetofprimitivevariables,the pressuremust be specifiedin terms ofthe

densityand velocity.Hence, the exitpressureisgiven by

_.ffi_t 7-1[ 1. )]= _ _- _p(e+ e

Linearizingthisboundary conditionabout the currentestimateof the flowgives

-_ ho- _ u'+v2 p _ "y

= Pesit- P

Equation 4.42isappliedat each of the J nodes along the outflowboundary.

(4.41)

(4.42)

Inflow Boundary Condition

For a subsonic homenergetic inflow, two boundary conditions are required at the inflow

boundary. In the present work, the flow angle and total density will be specified. A third

implicit assumption due to the homoenergetic assumption is that the total pressure is

specified. The total density is given by

--1

PTi_e, =P I 2ho )

which, when lineaxized,becomes.

--|

pu { u'
P+ (_-_)ho \1 2ho- / u+

-|

"-I7-1 ( U2.J(-V2)7 --''_V = PTinl.t -- P 1 2h0

Equation 4.44 is applied at each of the J nodes along the inflow boundary.

(4.43)

(4.44)
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The last boundary condition to be specified is the angle of the incoming flow. For a

channel whose walls are parallel at the inlet, the flow at the inlet will be parallel to the

walls. For channel whose walls are not parallel, the specified flow angle will vary along

the inflow boundary. Nevertheless, at each node on the inflow boundary, the flow angle

must be specified. Let this flow angle be denoted by a. Then

_sin(a) - _cos(r,) =0 (4.45)

or

usin(a) - _ cos(a) = _-U sin(a) + V cos(a) (4.46)

Equation 4.46 is specified at each of the inflow boundary nodes.

At this point, we should determine whether the number of equations is enough to

specify all of the unknowns. Figure 4.5 shows where the conservation equations and

boundary conditions are applied on a grid used to calculate flow in a channel. Since the

computation grid has IJ nodes, the total number of unknowns is 3IJ. The equations

available to solve for these unknowns are the conservation equations plus the various

boundary conditions. There are (I- 1)(J- 1) conservation cells with 3 conservation

equations per cell for a total of 3(I- 1)(J- 1) equations. There are 2J inflow boundary

conditions, J outflow boundary conditions, and 2(I- 1) wall boundary conditions. The

total number of equations is then 3IJ - I+ 1 equations. In other words, there are I- 1

equations too few. This shortage of equations is due to the method of discretizing the

equations. These I - 1 degrees of freedom are sawtooth modes admitted as solutions to

the rank deficient system of equations. To eliminate them, smoothing will be added to

the equations after preconditioning them as discussed in the next section.

4.3.4 Matrix Equation Structure

Written in shorthand form, the discretized equations which describe the linearized

unsteady flow can be expressed as

Mu - f (4.47)

The matrix _I is a supermatrix which is block bidiagonal. Each of these blocks is in

turn also a supermatrix which is block hidiagonal. Each of these blocks is a three by
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Figure 4.5: Location of conservation equations and boundary conditions on a typical

channel flow computational grid.
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three matrix. Note in particular that the last row of the supermatrices is zero. This is

because there are IJ nodes but only (I- 1)(J- 1) conservation equations.

Similarly, the boundary conditions can be expressed in matrix form as

MBCu = fBC (4.48)

where the matrix Mac has many fewer rows than columns and is sparse.

An equivalent system of equations can be formed by "squaring _ the conservation

equations and the boundary conditions and summing them to give

[MZ'M + M_cMac ] u = + (4.49)MTf MTcfac

One interpretation of Equation 4.49 is that the solution of it minimizes the square of the

residuals (sets to zero) of the original equation set. Of course, the =equared" equations

are still rank deficient and admit sawtooth modes. However, the matrix equations are

now positive semi-definite. The rank deficiency is eliminated, along with the sawtooth

modes, by adding a small amount of positive semi-definite smoothing to the equation

set. A finite element Laplacian operator L is used. Hence, the resulting system of

positive definite equations is given by

[MTM + MTcMBc + eL]

where

u = MTf + M_cfac + dL

fl. = -LU

(4.501

and e is a small parameter introduced so that only a small amount of smoothing is added

so as to eliminate the sawtooth modes without significantly modifying the solution.

This process of forming the equations to be solved can be viewed as a kind of

constrained optimization. The quantity to be optimized is the smoothness of the solution

subject to the constraint that the conservation equations and the boundary conditions

be satisfied. This construction is similar to techniques in numerical optimizations. A

cost function to be minimized is modified by adding constraint penalty functions. For

this example, the modified cost function is given by

l(Mu_f)=+ 1 eR = _ _ (Macu - fBc) 2 + _(u + U)TL(u + U) (4.51)
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Minimizing this scalar with respect to the perturbation variables u gives

=

which is exactly equivalent to Equation 4.49.

This provides a rational approach for the addition of smoothing to the problem.

Furthermore, the resulting equations are positive definite. Unfortunately, the resulting

equations tend to be poorly conditioned. Hence, double precision arithmetic is used

in the computer code to avoid potential round-off problems when performing Gauesian

elimination on the matrix equations. The bandwidth of the matrix is also increased. The

super matrices are now block tridiagonal. Said another way, the original equations were

derived from operations which involved four nodes. The new operator is a nine-point

operator.

The foregoing matrix equations are solved directly using a Gaussian elimination

scheme. The solver takes advantage of the known sparseness, but does not reorder the

equations for maximum efficiency. The computer time required to solve this system of

equations is O(I(3J)S). The amount of storage required is O(I(3J)S). Hence, addi-

tional grid resolution in the normal direction greatly increases both CPU and storage

requirements.

4.4 Unsteady Flow Calculat|ons

In the previous section, the numerical method for solving the steady two-dimensional

flow through a channel was described. The steady flow must be calculated before one

can solve the unsteady Euler equations to obtain unsteady fiow predictions. In this

section, the numerical method for solving the linearized unsteady Euler equations will

be detailed. In Section 4.4.1, the method of discretizing the linearized unsteady Euler

equations is discussed. In Section 4.4.2, the treatment of the boundary conditions for

unsteady channel flow are presented. The three steps involved are the specification of

the (nonlinear) boundary conditions, the linearization of the boundary conditions, and

the discretization of the linearized boundary conditions. Finally, in Section 4.4.3, the

conditioning of the matrix equations is discussed.
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4.4.1 Linearized Unsteady Euler Equation Discretization

The discretization of the linearized unsteady Euler equations is similar to the dis-

cretization of the Newton iteration equations. The starting point is the linearized un-

steady Euler equations, i.e.,

]wB1u+ a-_B2u+ aa----Bsu = 0 (4.53)
Y

If these equations hold over an entire conservation cell, then the integral over the cell

must also be zero. Hence

f/ (j_Blu+ _---_B:u+ _--_Bsu) dzdy=O (4.54)

The second and third terms can be converted to a line integral by application of the

divergence theorem. The resulting integral equation is given by

/jwBtudzdy + / (B2u, Bsu). nds =0 (4.55)

The next step is to numerically aproximate these integrals. The last two integrals can be

evaluated using a trapezoidal integration around the cell as with the steady equations.

The first term, however, is approximated by the average value of the integrand at

the four corner nodes multiplied by the area of the conservation cell. The discretized

linearized Euler equations are then given by

f / jc¢Bx u dz dy +/(B2u, Bsu) •nds

j_A(Blu)_j + (BlU)_+Ij + (Btu)_+Ij+1 + (B1u)_j+l
4

+ A_ A_ + Ays
+(B2u)_, Ay4 + Ayl + (B2u)_+IjAYt 2 + (B2u)i+lj+X2 2

+,B2u_,_+iAVs_J + Ay4 ,.. . Az4+Azl Azl + Az:tDsuJ_,i (Bsu),+1,_
2 2 2

- (Bsu)_+Ij+iAz2 + Az: (Bsu)_j+IAzs + Az4 = 0
2 2

(4.56)

where A is the area of the ijth cell. This discretization of the linearized Euler equations

is second-order accurate in the linear dimension of the cell. Note further that the

equations are homogeneous and the perturbation variables are complex.
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As with the discretization of the steady Euler equations, the discretization of the

linearized unsteady Euler equations admits sawtooth modes. This problem is typical of

node based schemes. For this reason, a small amount of smoothing must be added to

the assembled equation set.

4.4.2 Boundary Conditions of the Unsteady Flow Solution

Up to now, nothing has been said about the boundary conditions which will be

required to specify the unsteady flow in a channel. These conditions may reflect a real

physical problem to be solved, or may be somewhat more contrived. Regardless, they

must be well posed. For channel flows, the boundary conditions can be divided into

three regions of the flow: inflow, outflow, and solid wall boundary conditions. The

number of boundary conditions required at the inflow and outflow boundaries depends

on the local Mach number. As with the linearized unsteady Euler equations, setting

up the numerical equations is divided into three parts: specification of the governing

boundary conditions, linearization, and discretization.

Solid Wall Boundary Conditions

Consider the wall boundary shown in Figure 4.6.

no mass flux through the surface.

mathematically as

Because the wall is solid, there is

This is the flow tangency condition as expressed

(_,61.n=0 (4.571

where n is the outward normal to the wall surface. Expansion of Equation 4.57 in terms

of the mean flow and the unsteady flow components gives

•n= Vl.n (4.58)
But because the mean flow satisfies the flow tangency condition, the right hand side of

Equation 4.58 is zero. Hence, the unsteady flow tangency condition is given by

(u,v) .n =0 (4.591

Because this boundary condition is already linear, the linearization step can be skipped.

The final step is the discretization of Equation 4.59. The boundary condition is applied
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Figure4.6: Applicationof flow tangency condition along channel wall
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at the centers of the wall boundary faces. The velocity at the face center is taken to be

the average of the velocities at the two nodes, and the normal is taken to be the normal

of the face. Hence, the flow tangency condition is discretized as

u_,y + ui+1,yA v + v_,y + v_+x,y Az - 0 (4.60)
2 2

where

Az -- zi+l,/- z_j, Ay = Yi+1,j - Yi,j

Outflow Boundary Conditions

For the two-dimensional channel i_ows considered in this report, the flow at the exit of

the channel is subsonic. Hence, one boundary condition is required. For the moment,

the unsteady back pressure is specified along the outflow boundary. The unsteady back

pressure at the exit of the channel is given by

,6 = P_=_=+ Ape=_t¢Jwt (4.61)

where Pezi= is the steady exit pressure. Hence, the unsteady portion of the outflow

boundary condition is given by

p = Ap,=,= (4.62)

This boundary condition, like the flow tangency condition, is also linear so that the lin-

earization phase of the discretization of the boundary condition is not required. Equa-

tion 4.62 is applied at each of the nodes along the outflow boundary.

Note that this is a reflecting boundary condition. That is to say that waves which

impinge on the outflow boundary will be partially reflected. Thus Equation 4.62 is a

nonphysical boundary condition. In the next chapter, a more sophisticated nonreflecting

boundary condition will be developed for cascade flows.

Inflow Boundary Conditions

For subsonic inflow, three boundary conditions must be specified at the inflow boundary.

For now, the quantities specified will be the total pressure, total density, and inlet flow
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angle.The unsteadytotal pressurevariationis assumedto be

PT =/>To + APT_ J'' (4.63)

where />To is the mean total pressure and APT is a small perturbation in the total

pressure. Similarly, the total density is given by

PT = PTO + APT ej_t (4.64)

Hence, we have that the total enthalpy is given by

"r PT '7 PTo'I-APTe _'' "y _ 1#'
m /"y-lpr =_/-lpro+APre j't "Y 1_ +2 _2+_2 (4.65)

Similarly, a quantity closely related to the entropy is

PT _ Pro + ,_,PTe_"
P"_T= P"_"= (PT0 + APTeJ") "f (4.66)

These boundary conditions are clearly nonlinear functions of the total pressure and

density perturbations. Expanding the expressions into perturbation series in powers of

APT and ApT and truncating the second- and higher-order terms gives the zeroth- and

first-order boundary conditions. The zeroth-order equations are satisfied by the mean

flow. The first-order unsteady boundary conditions are

and

"T 1 P _/ 1 P + Uu + Vv = - (4.67)- - "y- 1 PTO "7 1 P_'O

P Apt ] (4.6s)

Note in particular that if the flow is isentropic to first-order, then the right hand side

of Equation 4.68 (and hence, the left) is zero.

The inlet flow angle is assumed to be time-invariant for the channel flow problems

considered in this report. Hence

usin(c_) - _ cos(_,) = 0 (4.69)

which when linearised becomes

u sin(a) - v cos(a) -- 0 (4.70)
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4.4.3 Matrix Equations

Theassemblyof the linearequationsfor the unsteadyanalysisis similar to that for

the Newtonequationsusedin thesteadyflowanalysis.Becausethe unsteadyequations

are complex, however, the transpose operator is replaced by the Hermitian operator.

= M' cfBc (4.71)

The resulting matrix equations are

[MHM + M/_cMBc + _L]

Because thelinearizedunsteady Euler equationsare homogeneous, the only inhomoge-

neous term inEquation 4.71comes from the boundary conditions.This matrix equation

isHermitianand positivedefinite.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, the basic method used to numerically calculate two-dimensional

unsteady flows has been presented. The major steps in the analysis are the discretization

of the governing nonlinear equations, the linearization of the boundary conditions, the

discretization of the linearized field equations and boundary conditions, the assembly of

the discretized equations into matrix form, and the solution of the matrix equations. At

this point, fairly simple two-dimensional flows may be analyzed. In the next chapter,

the extensions of this method which are needed to analyze more complicated flows, such

as cascade flows or flows with shocks, will be presented.
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Chapter 5

Extensions of Linearized Euler

Theory to Cascade Flow

In Chapter 4, the fundamental aspects of the linearized Euler analysis were pre-

sented. With this foundation, fairly simple two-dimensional channel flows can be ana-

lyzed. In this chapter, the extensions to the theory which are needed to analyze more

complicated steady and unsteady cascade flows are presented. In particular, the exten-

sions needed to accommodate steady and unsteady shocks, steady and unsteady wakes,

moving airfoil boundaries, and acoustic radiation in the far-field are addressed. The

treatment of these flow features closely parallels the methods used by Verdon [33] and

Verdon, Adamczyk, and Caspar [37] to analyze potential flows.

Shown in Figure 5.1 are the five main boundary surfaces to be considered in this

chapter. They are the moving airfoils, the upstream periodic boundaries, the down-

stream wake slip-planes, the upstream far-field boundary, and the downstream far-field

boundary. Furthermore, if a shock occurs in the domain, a sixth internal boundary must

be consideredto connect the two regionsofcontinuousflowupstream and downstream

of the shock. In Section5.1 the boundary conditionsappliedat moving airfoilswillbe

considered. This boundary conditionwillallow the flutterproblems to be analyzed.

In Section 5.2 the treatment of steady and unsteady shocks and wakes isdiscussed.

As in the previous one-dimensionalanalysis,a fittingprocedure isused to accurately
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Figure 5.1: Single cascade passage used for calculation of unsteady flows. Note five

main boundary surfaces: moving airfoils, upstream periodic boundary, downstream pe-

riodic/wake slip-plane, upstream far-field boundary, and downstream far-field boundary.
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describe the mean position and the motion of the shock. Similarly, wake fitting is

used to model the mean position and motion of the wake. In Section 5.3, the periodic

and far-field boundary conditions will be considered. The use of periodic allows the

steady and linearized unsteady flows to be analyzed by looking at a single blade pas-

sage, greatly reducing the required computational effort. Finally, the treatment of the

far-field boundary conditions is examined. Because the computational domain must be

finite, the far-field boundaries are placed at a finite distance in front of and behind the

cascade. Yet they must allow disturbances to pass through them as if they were not

there. Hence, special nonreflecting boundary conditions must be employed.

5.1 Moving AirfoilBoundaries

In thissection-theboundary conditionsappliedto a moving airfoilare discussed.

Although the analyticalboundary conditionisstraightforward,the numericalboundary

conditioniscomplicated slightlyby the factthat the gridisfixedin space while the

airfoilissupposed to vibrateharmonically.

To start,considerthe boundary conditionfora solidairfoilmoving through a fluid.

Suppose the surfaceofthe airfoilat any pointintime isdescribedby the positionvector

R. Then the boundary condition(flowtangency)at the surfaceof the airfoilis

aft
(s.1)

where fiisthe unit normal to the surface.This boundary conditionsimply statesthat

thereisno mass fluxthrough thesurfaceoftheairfoil.Note furtherthatthe unitnormal

to the airfoili isa functionofthe airfoilsurfacepositionvectorI_. Hence, Equation 5.1

isnonlinear. To linearizethisboundary conditionwe assume that the airfoilsurface

position,likethe fieldvariables,can be representedas the sum oftwo components: one

describingthe mean locationand the othera small perturbationinthislocationwhich

is a function of time, i.e.,

RCs,t) = RCs)-l-rCs,t) (5.2)

aCe,t) = +-Ca,0 (s.s)
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= +,'(s,O (5.4)

where _ is the unit vector tangent to the airfoil surface and the airfoil surface vector

has been expressedas a function of the distance s along the surface of the airfoil. Then

the unit normal _ and unit tangent _ at the moving airfoil surface are related to the

corresponding vectors H and 7 and the mean surface position by

a,. (5.5)
ae

arn

These equations are asymptotically valid for small airfoil motions.

Substitution of the perturbation assumption for the motion of the airfoil surface

and the primitive flow variables into the flow tangency condition (Equation 5.1), and

collection of terms of equal order gives the zeroth-order (mean) and the first-order

(linearized unsteady) boundary conditions. The mean-flow boundary conditions are

simply

V. n = O (5.7)

The Newton linearization and discretization for use with the steady solver was discussed

in Chapter 4.

The first-order unsteady boundary condition is

a,. v a,.. (ss)
v._'= --_-- + as

where the subscriptsn and t denote the component in the normal and tangentialdirec-

tionsrespectively.Equation 5.8saysthat the upwash on the bladesiscomposed oftwo

components. The firstisdue simply to the velocityofthe airfoilnormal to itssurface.

The secondterm isdue to the rotationof the airfoil.Ifthe flowisquasi-steadyso that

the firstterm disappears,an upwash willstillbe induced by rotationof the airfoil.A

nose down motion of the airfoilrequiresthat a positiveupwash occur so that the flow

willremain tangent to the airfoilsurface.

Itshould be emphasized that Equation 5.8 must be applied at the instantaneous

positionofthe airfoilsurfaceand not the mean location.This isa problem computa-

tionallysincethe gridwe use isfixedinspace.Hence, an additionalterm isrequiredto
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extrapolate this boundary condition from the instantaneous airfoil position to its mean

position. As a result, the boundary condition at the mean surface is

0rn ___v. = + v, - r. vCV.) (5.9)

If the flow to be analyzed is harmonic, then the operator _t is replaced by rio.

Equation 5.9 can be discretized in a straightforward manner. The numerical bound-

ary condition is applied at the centers of the cell faces which lie along the boundary

of the airfoil surface. The mean normal and tangent of the airfoil surface are taken to

be the normal and tangent to the cell facel Because the airfoil motion is prescribed,

r, rn and _ are known. The only real difficulty is in the evaluation of the gradient

of the normal component of the mean velocity Vn. This is evaluated using a first-order

accurate difference operator which uses the values of the mean normal velocity Vn at

the four corners of the boundary cell. Because this procedure errors of 0 (Ax) into the

scheme at the airfoil boundaries, there is the possibility of degrading the accuracy of

the entire method. Fortunately, the cells next to the wall are usually very small, and

the gradient term is often small, limiting the effect of this first order error. Although

not implemented at present, a second order approximation could be used.

5.2 Flow Discontinuities

The Euler equations are nonlinear and admit so-called weak solutions. Weak so-

lutions are those which are not everywhere differentiable, but nonetheless satisfy the

integral form of the conservation equations. Flows which contain shocks or wakes fall

into this category. In real flows, shocks and wakes have some small but finite thickness.

However in the absence of viscosity, shocks and wakes are modelled as surfaces at which

the flow variables are discontinuous. In this section, the so-called jump conditions which

govern the behavior the flow at these surfaces are developed. These jump conditions

will subsequently be used to fit shocks and wakes in the present steady and unsteady

flow analyses.

In Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the steady and unsteady wake- and shock-jump condi-

tions will be discussed. These conditions relate the flow on one side of a wake or shock
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Figure 5.2:Control volume used forthe derivationof the shock jump conditions.The

volume goesto zeroin such a way that only a small portionof the shock isenclosed.

to the flowon the otherside.These nonlinearjump conditionswillbe linearizedforfor

use with the linearizedunsteady analysis.

5.3.1 Unsteady Shock Jump Conditions

Nonlinear Shock Jump conditions

To derive the unsteady shock jump conditions, we make use of the integral conservation

laws as expressed Equations 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. Consider a volume D which contains a

segment of a shock as shown in Figure 5.2. The shock position is described by the vector

R. The vectors n and r are the unit normal and the unit tangent to the shock surface,

respectively. In general, the shock will not be stationary, but will move through the

fluid. Next, we imagine the surface S to shrink until it just encloses a small length of the

shock. Evaluations of the integrals in Equations 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 gives the desired shock

jump conditions from the integral conservation equations. For example, the continuity

of mass requires that

aR (5.10)
[[pV. n]] = [[p]] _-.n
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The symbol [[...]]denotesthe differenceintheenclosedquantityacrossa discontinuity.

Equation 5.10enablesus toconnect the two regionsofcontinuousflowon eithersideof

a shock. Similarly,the momentum and energyconditionsare given by

aR

[[pVV •n +pn]] = [[pV]]--_-- • n (5.11)

[[co+,+ =[[c,+,v,/2)]] (5.12)

Note inparticularthe important rolethe normalcomponent ofthe shock velocityhas in

the shock jump conditions(Equations 5.10-5.12.In fact,the tangentialdirectiondoes

not appear at all.Without much lossin generality,we can think of the motion of the

shock as being normal to itssurface.Alternatively,we can considerthe shock to move

in the directionofsome arbitraryline(solong as thislineisnot tangent to the shock)

such as a computational gridlinesincethereisno constrainton the tangentialmotion

of the shock.

The momentum shock jump conditioncan be furthersimplifiedby looking at the

components in the directionnormal to and tangentialto the shock. The normal and

tangentialmomentum shock-jump conditionsbecome

aR

where the subscriptsn and treferto the normal and tangentialdirections,respectively.

The tangentialcomponent of the shock-jump conditioncan be furthersimplifiedby use

of Equation 5.10to show thatthe jump intangentialvelocityacrossthe shock must be

zero, i.e.,

[[v,]]- o (5.15)

Llnearlzed Shock Jump Condit|ons

The shock and wake jump conditionsmay alsobe linearized.As in the linearizationof

the fieldequations,a perturbationseriesisassumed to representthe totalflow field.

As with the moving airfoil,the motion ofthe shock isdescribedby a surfacevector
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which is composed of a mean plus an unsteady part. Hence, the surface vector as well

as the unit vectors normal to and tangent to the shock axe given by

RCs,t) = R(d + r(s,t) (5.16)

(5.17)c_ret
e(s,0 = e(s)+,(,,t) = e- _--as

a_, (5.18)_(s,0 = _(s)+,(s,0 = _+ e-_-

Substitutionof these small perturbationassumptions for the shock displacement and

the primitivefluid-dynamicvariablesinto the nonlinearshock-jump conditions,and

collectionofterms ofzerothand firstordergivesthe nonlinearmean and the lineaxized

unsteady shock-jump conditions._'hesteadyjump conditionsaxe

[[p-v_]]=0

[[v,]l= 0

and the linearized unsteady shock conditions are

(5.19)

(5.2o)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

[ an, ar,,_ll_. + pY. - p-vtTs _-_.pj j - o

IF+ __o

at. (5.2e)

In Equations 5.22 and 5.26 the energy has been expressed in terms of the four primitive

vaxiables. These shock jump conditions are valid at the instantaneous position of the

shock. ThiB form of the shock jump conditions is not always convenient. For example,

suppose we are trying to calculate a flow with a shock using a stationary grid. At time

to the shock is aligned with a grid line and the shock jump conditions may be applied
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directly.A shorttime laterthe shock willhave moved a small distanceaway from the

gridline.We can extrapolatethe variablesfrom the fixedgridto the new shock location

to obtain a slightlymodified setofshock jump conditions.They are givenby

_.,..+ pv,, - _ os _ _ + r. v(p-_,,) - 0 (5.27)

lip + +r. +

The unknowns in Equation 5.30 are the magnitude of the shock displacement r, and

the perturbationvariablesp, u, v, and p on eithersideof the shock. Known are the

steady flow variables_, U, V, and P. As with the linearizedfieldequations,the time

derivativeoperator _ may be replacedby j_ ifthe flowisharmonic.

5.2.2 Unsteady Wake Jump Conditions

Nonlinear Wake Jump Conditions

Although the jump conditions presented in Section 5.2.1 were derived for the case of a

shock discontinuity, in fact they are valid for any surface at which the flow variables are

discontinuous including blades and wakes. The blades and wakes are surfaces through

which mass does not flow and therefore, the flow tangency condition also applies at wake

surfaces. However, whereas the motion of the airfoils is prescribed, the wake motion

must be determined as part of the solution.

Because the mass flux through the wake is zero, the conservation of tangential mo-

mentum and energy are automatically satisfied. The remaining jump condition is the

normal momentum. An examination of the normal momentum jump condition reveals
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that the condition reduces to the requirement that the pressure be continuous across

the wake. Thus, the three conditions which are applied at the wake surface are

aR
('_. _)upper= _'_ (5.Sl)

aR
(_. _)_o,,,r= -_-.f, (5.s2)

[[,_11= o (5.as)

Hence, pressure and the normal component of velocity are required to he continuous

across a wake. The tangential velocity and density will generally be discontinuous. One

final requirement on the wake position is that the wake be attached to the trailing edge

of the airfoil.

Ltnearlzed Wake Conditions

The unsteady wake conditionsare linearizedin a fashionsimilarto the unsteady shock

jump linearization.The wake surfaceR isdescribedby a perturbationseriesas are

the primitivevariables.These assumptions are substitutedinto the wake equations

(Equations 5.31-5.33).Collectionof terms of equal order provides the zeroth-order

(mean) and the first-order(linearizedunsteady) wake conditions.The steady jump

conditionsare

(v.n)_o,,,= 0 (5.34)

(v.n)upper= 0 (5.35)

[[eli= 0 (5.36)

The linearizedunsteady wake jump conditionsare givenby

ar,_ - am\_'n at _;)_o_., =°

v.g Ot _ =0
0_8 / upper

[[p]]=o

(5.s7)
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Equations 5.37-5.39 are applied at the instantaneous wake positions.

sponding conditions that apply at the mean wake positions are

ar. Or,,v. n- --_-+ _-_-. +

at,, +Vt_+(_._- _-

r- vCVn)) --0
lower

r. V (Vn)] -- 0
/ upper

lip+ r. re]] = 0

The corre-

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

5.2.3 Newton Iteration Solution Procedure for Flows with Shocks

and Wakes

In Chapter 4, the basic Newton iteration procedure used to solve two-dimensional

steady flow problems was discussed. The extension of the method to two-dimensional

flows with shocks is discussed briefly below. Moretti [26,27] has pioneered the use of

shock fitting in Euler codes. Although the idea of modelling the shock as a line discon-

tinuity is similar, the implementation of the present shock fitting technique is different.

Moretti uses a time-marching algorithm to determine the steady shock location. In the

present method, however, the shock position is found using a direct method.

The basic procedure for fitting two-dimensional steady shocks is the same as for the

one-dimensional flows. First, an initial position of the shock is assumed. The grid is

generated such that a double grid line straddles the shock. Hence, the flow is divided

into an upstream and downstream region. The flow in the two regions are coupled

together by applying the shock-jump conditions at the face centers of cells lying along

the shock. At each of the double nodes, an additional variable is introduced which is

the distance the shock will be displaced from this initial guess. Because shock fitting

is part of the Newton iteration procedure, the nonlinear steady shock-jump conditions

will be linearized by assuming that the correction to the assumed shock position is small

as is the correction to the primitive variables. Using these assumptions, the linearized

steady shock-jump conditionsare

o,. + :-IN +']]
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(5.45)

(5.46)

These boundary conditions are discretized at the centers of the cell faces lying on the

shock using second-order accurate differencing techniques.

Assuming that the conservation equations and the other boundary conditions have

been discretized and assembled, Gaussian elimination is used to solve for the corrections

to the primitive variables. Also obtained as part of the solution is the correction to the

shock position. First, the primitive variables are updated using the corrections. Then,

using the correction in the shock position, the grid is deformed so that the double grid

lines coincide with the new shock location. But we are not quite done. Because the

grid nodes have moved, the primitive variables stored at the old node locations must

be extrapolated to the new node locations. This completes one Newton iteration. The

entire process is repeated until convergence.

Described above is the procedure used to fit shocks using the four conservation

equations. If, however, the steady flow is homoenergetic, then the energy equation may

be eliminated. The procedure for fitting shocks is essenti,,l]y the same as just described

except that there will only be three shock-jump conditions.

Although not discussed in detail here, the procedure for fiZZing wakes is similar to the

procedure for fitting shocks. The nonlinear steady wake jump conditions are linearized

for use with the Newton iteration procedure. At each step of the iteration, the double

grid line which represents the wake is moved to coincide with the new estimate of the

wake location.
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5.3 Periodic and Far Field Boundary Conditions

Periodic Boundary Conditions

The periodic boundaries upstream and downstream of the blades requires special treat-

ment. The flows which we will consider are harmonic in time and periodic in the cascade

circumferential direction. The line which extends from the leading edge of the blade

forward in the axial direction is a periodic boundary. For steady flow, the state of the

fluid along this line will be equal to the state of the fluid along the corresponding line

for the adjacent blade. Similarly on the wake boundary, the flow just above the wake of

one blade will be the same as the flow just above the wake of the adjacent blade. These
P

are known as the periodicity conditions. They allow us to calculate the flow through

the entire cascade by considering a single blade passage.

For unsteady flow, the periodicity condition is slightly different. In this case the

unsteady flow along the periodic boundary will be the same as the flow along the periodic

boundary of the adjacent blade but phase shifted by the interblade phase angle. For the

flutter problem, the blades are assumed to vibrate in such a way that a travelling wave

is set up in the rotor. The interblade phase angle _ is the phase difference between the

motion of a given blade and its neighbor. Mathematically, this periodicity condition is

expressed as

f(z,y + s) = f(z,y)e y, (5.47)

where f is any one of the perturbation variables and s the distance between blades. This

boundary condition is applied at all the boundary nodes along the upstream periodic

boundaries.

Far-Field Boundary Conditions

To analyze the upstream far-field behavior of the unsteady flow requires a bit of work.

Because we will be solving for the unsteady flow in a cascade numerically, the computa-

tional domain cannot extend indefinitely in the axial direction. Usually, the computa-

tional domain will extend only about one chord length in front of the blade row. At this

upstream boundary of the computational domain, we need to apply an appropriate set
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of conditions which will allow unsteady disturbances to pass out of the domain without

being reflected. The analysis below is somewhat similar to the characteristic boundary

analysis used in time marching-schemes. In such schemes (unlike the present method),

it is often assumed that any unsteady disturbances which impinge on the upstream

boundary strike it with the wave fronts parallel to the boundary. That is, the partial

derivative with respect to the tangential direction is negligible. This assumption results

is the well known one-dimensional characteristic boundary conditions. The character-

istic variables represent vorticity, entropy, and two isentropic pressure waves. However,

if the wave fronts are not parallel to the boundary, the wave will be partially reflected

back into the computational domain. For steady state calculations, this slows conver-

gence. For unsteady flow calculations, this produces errors in the predicted unsteady

flow quantities. Recently, several investigators have suggested higher-order nonreflect-

ing boundary conditions which produce smaller reflections [38,39,40]. Fortunately, in

the present analysis, ezact nonreflecting boundary conditions can be imposed along the

upstream boundary. This procedure is described below.

Consider the cascade passage shown in Figure 5.1. Note that the z- and y-axes are

aligned with the axial and tangential flow directions. We assume that sufficiently far

upstream of the rotor the flow is uniform. Hence the linearized Euler equations can be

expressed as
au au au

B2 + =O (5.4g)

where Bl, B2, and Bs are the matrices which appear in Equation 4.24, and u is the

vector of perturbation variables [p, u, v, piT. If the cascade is vibrating with interblade

phase angle _, then the solution has a spatial period in the tangential direction of 2_rs/_.

Because we are interested in the behavior of waves in the far-field, a more natural

representation of the solution upstream of the rotor is given by the Fourier series
oo

uCz, Y,t) = _ _e cj''+jpa+j_'') (5.49)
d=-co

where/_d - (_ -4-2_ri)/s, and kd is a spatial wave number to be determined. Substitution

of Equation 5.49 into Equation 5.48 and collection of terms leads to
co

[ Bx + k,B2 + P,Bs] = O (5.50)
_= --Co
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For this equationto hold, each term of the infinite series must vanish. Hence,

[_BI + k_B2 + _Bs] _ = 0 (5.51)

Recall that _ and _ are prescribed quantities. Equation 5.51 is then an eigenvalue

problem for the eigenvalue k_ and the eigenvector f_. After some matrix manipulation,

we can express this eigenvalue problem in a slightly more convenient form, i.e.,

- B_ l [wB1 + _Bs] f_ - k_f_ (5.52)

Here, the matrix on the left hand side is known, and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors

are to be determined. These eigen-quantities are important since they determine the

nature of the travelling waves, as well as the speed and direction in which they travel.

In particular, it can be shown that the so-called characteristic variables are directly

related to the eigenvectors. To demonstrate this, we make a linear transformation from

the four primitive variables (Fourier coefficients) f_ to the four characteristic variables

_'_. Hence we have that

f_ = T@_ (5.53)

= T-I (5.54)

Substitution of Equation 5.53 into Equation 5.52 and pre-multiplication by T -I gives

- T-1B_ I [_BI + fl_Bs] T@_ --/c_K,_ (5.55)

were T is chosen so as to diagonalize the right hand side. That to say, T is the matrix of

right eigenvectors while T-1 is the matrix of left eigenvectors. By solving this eigenvalue

problem, it can be shown that the four characteristic variables are given by

= T-I_

0 _V+_

0 _V+_

1 0

o fl U

-fl, U •
pa

#a

o

P

P_

ui

vi

(5.56)
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The correspondingwavenumbersare

k_, = U2 _ _2 (5.57)

+ - + v,- + +
k,, = u_ - _' (5.58)

ks, = u (5.59)
fl_V +

k,, = u (5.6o)

The characteristic variables represent the downstream and upstream moving pres-

sure waves, an entropy wave, and a vorticity wave for the given wave number _i. The

speed at which these waves propagate, and the nature of their propagation, are related

to their respective wave numbers. If the wave number is real, then the wave propagates

unattenuated and is said to be superresonant. If the imaginary part of the wave number

is negative, then the wave grows in the z-direction. If the imaginary part of the wave

number is positive, then the wave attenuates in the z-direction. These are so-called

subresonant modes [15].

Note also that the wave numbers are nonlinear functions of the temporal frequency

_, which is an indication that the system is dispersive. This means that the energy

stored in the waves of different wave numbers will in general travel at different speeds

through the fluid. In a dispersive system, the phase _,elocity and group velocity are

different. The phase velocity is the speed at which a wave appears to move if one

follows the wave peak. The group velocity is the velocity a packet of waves of a given

wave number moves. The group velocity determines the direction of movement of the

characteristic variables.

The phase velocity, denoted by c, is the speed at which a wave appears to move if

one follows a wave crest. Hence, the phase velocity is given simply by

(42
c = -- (5.61)

k

The group velocity C is the speed at which a packet of waves of a given wave number

moves. It can be shown that this speed is given by

Ow _ ( ak'_-1 (5.62)
C= -_-._= kay/
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If the wavespropagateunattenuated,thenit is the groupvelocitywhichdetermines

whichof thecharacteristicvariablesareto beprescribedat the far-fieldboundary.The

waveswhichenter the domainmustbe specified.For the flutter problem,this means

the incomingwaveswouldbesetto zero.Forthe gust responseproblem,the valuesof

the characteristicvariableswouldbe chosensoasto modelthe incomingentropy and

vorticity waves.

Dueto thesquareroot whichappearsin the expressionfor thepressurewavenum-

bers,it is possiblefor the wavenumbersto becomplex.In this caseit is the imaginary

part of thewavenumberwhichdetermineswhichcharacteristicvaluesmustbespecified.

Thepressurewavewhichdecaysin the z-direction is the one which must be specified at

the upstream. Whenever the conditions are such that pressure waves do not propagate,

the waves are said to be cut-off [41]. The condition where a wave just propagates is

known as acoustic resonance [6].

Discretization of the Upstream Far-Field Boundary Condition

The procedure for specifying the upstream boundary condition is as follows. Along the

upstream boundary, there are J boundary points. But because the first and last points

are related by the periodicity condition, there are really only J - 1 independent points.

To avoid confusion, let these J- 1 points be indexed by n. Then the harmonic perturba-

tion variables can be expressed along the far-field boundary by a linear transformation.

So for example the pressure is given by

7-i -1
2

u.= Z ueeJ_'v" (5.63)
if - 7 -.._s

2

where Yn is the location of the nth node along the inlet boundary, u_ is the amplitude

of the ith Fourier component of the primitive variables, and _i is the ith wave number.

Equation 5.63can be expressedin matrix form

u=E5 (5.64)

where now u isunderstood to mean allthe perturbationprimitivevariablesalong the

upstream far-fieldboundary, and _ isunderstood to mean the Fouriercomponents of
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the primitive variables. Inverting this relationship gives the inverse transform

fl = E-lu (5.65)

The vector fi is composed of J - 1 submatrices denoted by £t_. The characteristic

boundary conditions are applied to each of these subvectors. If the flow is subsonic at

the inlet, then three boundary conditions must be specified for each _z_. These boundary

conditions correspond to setting the values of the incoming pressure wave, the entropy

wave, and the vorticity wave, and can be expressed as

where

E,a, = f,

0 /giV + o_ -fl_U V'p_(u=+v=-_)+=_,_v+,,,=_ ]
p=

K,= 1 0 0 -_ (5.67)

O /_iU /_V + oJ

and f_ represnets the specified levels of the incoming waves. Usually, fi will be zero. The

exception is the case where i = 0 which corresponds to the fundamental wave number.

For the flutter problem, f0 is set to zero. For the gust response problem, f0 is chosen to

represent the incoming gust.

The J - 1 conditions can be expressed in matrix form as

K6 = f (5.68)

where K is a matrix with 3(J - 1) columns and 4(J - 1) rows. This matrix is sparse

and could be called block diagonal, with Ks on the diagonals. The vector f has mostly

zero entries except for the three entries which specify the incoming gusts. Making use

of the inverse transform (Equation 5.65) gives

KE-Iu = f (5.69)

Note that these boundary conditions couple all of the nodes along the far-field boundary

since KE -1 is not sparse. These boundary conditions are added to the discretized

conservation equations by the squaring technique introduced in Chapter 4.
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Downstream Far-Field Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditionsat the downstream far-fieldboundary are handled in essen-

tiallythe same fashion as the upstream far-fieldboundary conditionexcept for two

important differences.First,ifthe outflowissubsonic,only one boundary condition

foreach tangentialwave number _i isapplied.This boundary conditioncorrespondsto

the upstream moving pressurewave. Secondly,the velocity(and the density)are not

continuous acrossthe wake. Hence, the fl0wisdivided intotwo parts: a continuous

part which iscontinuous through the wake, and a discontinuouspart which satisfies

the jump in velocityinthe wake but has no unsteady pressureassociatedwith it.The

nonreflectingboundary conditionisthen appliedto the continuous part only. For a

more complete descriptionofthistechnique,see Reference[37].

5.4 Surface Pressures

Once the unsteady flow through a cascade has been calculated, the results can be

used to calculate the unsteady lift and moment acting on the blade by integrating the

surface pressure over the surface of the airfoil. This process is slightly complicated by

the fact that the airfoil may be vibrating so that the unsteady pressures at the mean

blade location are not the same as at the instantaneous blade location, and because

there may be shocks oscillating on the surface of the airfoil giving rise to an anharmonic

pressure distribution

5.4.1 Moving Airfoils

To determine the unsteady pressure at the surface of the airfoil requires that the

unsteady pressure perturbation p, and the gradient of the steady pressure VP at the

mean blade location be known. To obtain the surface pressure at the instantaneous

blade location, one simply extrapolates from the mean to the instantaneous location.

Hence, to first order,

"_t i_t " (5.70)Pe_ Lu_ice=P e [me.n "_'vP're'w'

where r isthe prescribedunsteady blademotion.
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5.4.2 The Shock Impulse

A slightly more complicated problem is that of shock motion on the surface of an

airfoil. Suppose now that the airfoil is stationary but a shock is oscillating on the

surface of the airfoil. Away from the shock, the unsteady pressure is simply given

by the perturbation pressure peJwt. But in regions close to the mean shock location,

the unsteady pressure is anharmonic due to the passing of the shock. As the shock

passes over a given point on the surface, there is an order unity jump in the pressure.

Figure 5.3 shows this situation graphically. Plotted is the pressure on the surface

of an airfoil at a given instant in time along with the mean pressure distribution. The

difference in the instantaneous pressure and the mean pressure is the unsteady pressure.

Away from the shock, the difference is first order. In the region between the mean and

instantaneous shock locations, the pressure difference is order unity, but the difference

is shock locations is first order. Hence, the anharmonic pressure produces first-order

contributions when integrated to obtain the lift or moment. Because the shock motion is

harmonic, this contribution is also harmonic to first order. For aeroelastic calculations,

one can consider the anharmonic pressure due to the shock motion to be a harmonic

impulse. This impulse is represented as

Pimpulsee "i_t = -- Z./_Pe j_t (5.71)

where Ap is the mean pressure jump across the shock and z, is the complex amplitude

of shock motion along the blade.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the boundary conditions needed to analyze unsteady cascade flows

have been presented. Of special interest are the treatments of flow discontinuities and

far-field boundaries. Unsteady shocks and wakes are analyzed using shock and wake

fitting procedure rather than by capturing. Fitting allows an accurate representation of

these discontinuities without excessive grid resolution. The far-field boundary conditions

are specified using nonrefiecting boundary conditions. These boundary conditions also

allow one to specify incoming gusts for the gust response problem.
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Figure 5.3: Anharmonic unsteady pressure due to shock motion. Upper plot shows the

mean and instantaneous pressures on an airfoil surface. Lower plot shows the difference

between the instantaneous and mean pressures. Note the "impulse" due to the shock

motion.
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Chapter 6

Results

In this chapter, a variety of steady and unsteady flow solutions are presented to

demonstrate the capabilities of the present Euler analysis. In Section 6.1, steady and

unsteady, subsonic and transonic flows through a hyperbolic channel are examined. The

main purpose of these examples is to demonstrate the accuracy and convergence prop-

erties of the present method for steady flow calculations, to demonstrate the steady

shock fitting capabilities, and to demonstrate the ability of the present method to accu-

rately predict unsteady shock motion. In Section 6.2, the results of the present method

are compared to a time-marching method. It is shown that the two methods are in

good agreement so long as the level of unsteadiness is moderate, and that the present

method is computationally much more efficient. Finally, in Section 6.3, some steady and

unsteady cascade flows are presented. The unsteady flows are due to both blade mo-

tion (the flutter problem) and incoming vortical and entropic waves (the forced response

problem). Here again, the method is shown to give good agreement with semi-analytical

and time-marching methods, but are obtained with a fraction of the computational effort

required by the time-marching methods.

6.1 The Flow in a Hyperbolic Channel

The first test to be considered is the flow through a hyperbolic channel. This ge-

ometry was studied by Emmons [42,43] in the mid 1940s and was chosen here as an
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Figure6.1:Typicalgridused tocalculatesteadyand unsteady flowsthrough hyperbolic
channel.

initialtestcaseforseveralreasons.First,the flowthrough thisgeometry ishighlytwo

dimensional,i.e.,thereissignificantvariationin flowpropertiesacrossthe width of the

channelso thatitrepresentsmore than justa slightextensionof one-dimensionalflow.

Second, ifa shock occurs,itwillbe curved because of the highlytwo-dimensionalflow

field.As such,the hyperbolicchannel isa good testgeometry on which to evaluatethe

steady shock-fittingalgorithm. Finally,the publishedresultsof Emmons' allowsome

qualitativecomparisons with the presentsteady flowresults.

The channelitselfisdefinedby a transformationfrom _,W coordinatesto z,y coor-

dinatesby

z = sinh(_) cos(q) (6.1)

y = cosh(_) sin(q) (6.2)

In the _, Wcoordinate system, the channel is rectangular extending from _ -- -1.05 to

-- 1.05 and W -- 0 to W -- 0.6. A typical computational grid used to compute the

steady and unsteady flows through this channel is shown in Figure 6.1. The upper

wall is curved while the lower wall is straight. Emmons calculated both subsonic and
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transonicflowsthrough thischannel geometry using a numerical method in which a

stream functionwas determined usinga relaxationtechnique.

6.1.1 Accuracy of the Steady Solver

The firstuse of the hyperbolicflowgeometry willbe to check the order of accuracy

of the steady flowsolver.In Chapter 4 the claim was made that the present scheme

issecond-orderaccurate. In other words, ifthe lineardimension of the conservation

cellsis0 (Ax), then the norm ofthe errorofthe computed solution(a measure of the

differencebetween the exactsolutionand thenumericalsolution}is0 (Ax2}. Although

the exact solutionisnot known forthisgeometry,itisknown that forsubsonic flows

the totalpressureshould be constantthroughout the channel. Hence, the norm of the

totalpressureerrorisalsoa measure of thesolutionaccuracy.

The followingprocedurewas used. Gridswith increasinglyfineresolutionswere used

to calculatethe steadyflowthrough the hyperbolicchannel. The boundary conditions

are such that the flowissubsonicthroughoutthe channel.Upstream the totalpressure

and densitywere specifiedto be unity.Downstream, the exitpressurewas specifiedto

be 0.92.The steady flowwas calculatedusingthe Newton iterationprocedure outlined

in earlierchapters. Once a converged solutionwas obtained,the L2 norm (the root

mean square)of the totalpressurelosswas calculated.

Figures6.2-6.5 show the gridsusedto calculatethe steady flow along with the

steady Mach number contours and totalpressurecontours. The gridsused contained

8 × 2,16 x 4,32 × 8,and 64 × 16 cellsrespectively.As expected,the 8x 2 gridgivesonly

fairres_lltswith a totalpressurelossin the vicinityof the throat of about 3 percent.

The solutionis dramaticallybetterfor the 16 × 4 gridwith about a 1 percent total

pressurelossat the throat.The 32 × 8 and the 64 × 16 gridgivenearlyexactsolutions

with lessthan 0.3 and 0.1 percenttotalpressureloss,respectively.The Mach number

contours fortheselasttwo casesare indistinguishablefrom one another.

Shown in Figure 6.6 isthe norm ofthe totalpressurelossas a functionof grid

resolution.When plottedon a logarithmicplot,the slopeofthe curve givesthe orderof

accuracy of the method. Note in particularthatthe slopeof the curve isvery nearly2
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Figure 6.2: Very coarse resolution grid used to calculate steady subsonic flow in a

hyperbolic channel. Also shown are the computed total pressure and Mach number
contours.
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Figure6.3:Coarse resolutiongridused tocalculatesteadysubsonicflowina hyperbolic

channel. Also shown are the computed totalpressureand Mach number contours.
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Figure 6.4: Medium resolution grid used to calculate steady subsonic flow in a hyperbolic

channel. Also shown are the computed total pressure and Mach number contours.
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Figure 6.5: Fine resolution grid used to calculate steady subsonic flow in a hyperbolic

channel. Also shown are the computed total pressure and Mach number contours.
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Figure 6.6: Norm of total pressure error as a function of grid resolution. Note the slope

is very nearly 2 demonstrating second-order accuracy.

indicating the scheme is second-order accurate.

6.1.2 Convergence of Subsonic Solutions

In this section, the convergence properties of the Newton iteration procedure will

be numerically investigated. Consider again the solution presented above for the 32 × 8

grid. The converged solution is shown in Figure 6.4. To obtain this solution requires a

finite number of iterations. In Figure 6.7, the norm of the residuals of the discretized

Euler equations is plotted as a function of iteration number. Note the extremely fast

convergence. This behavior is typical of the Newton iteration procedure. After four iter-

ations, no further progress is made. Smoothing and round off errors prevent the solution

from ever approaching the exact solution to the numerical equations. Nevertheless, this

example demonstrates the extremely fast convergence to the final solution.
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Figure 6.7:Convergence ofsubsonicflowsolution.Plottedisthe norm of the residuals

of the discretizedEuler equationsat each iteration.
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6.1.3 Steady Choked Flow in a Hyperbolic Channel

In this section, transonic (choked) flow in a hyperbolic channel will be considered.

As with the subsonic case, the total pressure and density at the inlet is specified to

be unity. Downstream, the static pressure is set to 0.85. At this back pressure, the

flow will be choked. The flow becomes supersonic as it passes through the throat and

"shocks down" aft of the throat. This test case is a good one for evaluating the shock

fitting portion of the present method.

The shock is initially supposed to span the channel width at some somewhat ar-

bitrary location. The grid is generated so that a double grid line is imposed at this

shock. One iteration of the Newton procedure is run to obtain a new estimate of the

solution along with a new estimate of the shock location. The grid is then altered so

that the new shock grid lines are aligned with the new estimate of the shock position.

The updated solution is extrapolated from the old grid to the new grid, and the entire

procedure is repeated until it converges.

Figure 6.8 shows a typical convergence history. Shown are the Mach number con-

tours and shock positions after each iteration. Note that the shock converges rapidly to

its final position. This is somewhat easier to see in Figure 6.9 Shown in one channel are

the shock positions after each iteration. Note that after the third iteration, the shock

is nearly at its final converged position. Additional iterations produce shock positions

which virtually overplot this one.

Figure 6.10 shows the total pressure in the channel. Note that ahead of the shock,

where the flow is isentropic, the total pressure is constant. Downstream, however, there

is some total pressure loss due to the shock. The contours of total density are aligned

with the local streamlines. Note the gradient in the total pressure as one moves from

the lower wall toward the upper wall. This gradient appears because the shock strength

varies from one side of the channel to the other. The Mach number is higher at the top

of the channel and hence the shock is stronger resulting in a larger total pressure loss.

Note further that the shock is normal to the wall at both the upper and lower walls.

Because oblique shocks turn the flow coming into the shock, the shock must be normal,

or there must be another shock reflected off of the wall.
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Figure 6.8: Convergence historyof Mach number contours for choked flow problem.

Note thatconvergence isextremelyfastafterthe firstfew iterations.
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Figure 6.9:Convergence historyof shock position.Positionisconverged afterabout
threeiterations.

l
Figure 6.10: Total pressure contours in choked hyperbolic channel. Note that ahead of

the shock, the total pressure is constant. Downstream, lines of constant total pressure

follow streamlines. The shock is strongest along upper channel wall.
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6.1.4 Effect of Grid Resolution on Shock Location

For Euler codes which use shock capturing to locatethe positionof the shock,

a finegrid isneeded in the vicinityof the shock to accuratelypositionthe shock.

Recently,investigatorshave used adaptivegriddingtechniquesto refinethe gridaround

shocks [44,45].Hence, finegrid resolutionisused only where needed, making these

schemes more e_cient fora givenlevelofdesiredaccuracy.With shock fitting,however,

the gridneed not be extremelyfineat the shock.To demonstrate thisfeature,the case

presentedinthe previoussectionwas computed on a 16× 4,32 × 8,and 62 x 16 grid.The

converged computed solutionsare shown inFigure6.11. Note that even the coarsest

gridgivesgood agreement with the finegridsolution.

More interestingisthe predictedshock location.Shown in Figure 6.12 are the

computed shock positionsplottedin a singlechannel. Note that the computed shock

positionsforthe 32 × 8 gridand the 64 x 16gridare identicalto withinthe thicknessof

the plottedlines.Even the coarse16 × 4 gridcomputed shock positionagreesextrev_!y

wellwith the othertwo solutions.Although the differenceisperceptible,itisextremely

small,considerablysmallerthan the sizeofthe finestgridcells.This isan important

result.Shock fittingprovidesan accurateestimateof the shock locationeven on coarse

grids.

6.1.5 Unsteady Subsonic Flow in a Hyperbolic Channel

In the previous section, steady subsonic flows in a hyperbolic channel were ana-

lyzed. These solution are needed before one can calculate the unsteady flow since the

full nonlinear equations are linearized about the steady solution. In this section, the

unsteady flow in the hyperbolic channel will be examined. The steady flow is that first

presented in Section 6.1.1. The flow is everywhere subsonic. The inlet total pressure

and density are 1.0, while the exit static pressure is 0.92. The unsteadiness is introduced

by perturbing the upstream total pressure and density while holding the downstream

pressure constant. For the first case, the grid is a 32 × 8 cell grid. Upstream, the

total pressure and density variations are 1.0 and 0.714 respectively. This choice of total

pressure variation is the linearized approximation to an isentropic total pressure and
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Figure 6.11: Effect of grid resolution on computed transonic flow solution in hyperbolic

channel. Note that accurate solutions are obtained with fairly coarse grids.
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64x16 j

Figure 6.12: Effect of grid resolution on computed shock position. Note that the coarse
grid gives essentially the same estimate of the shock location.

density variation. The frequency of this variation is 1.0.

Figure 6.13 shows the real part and imaginary part of the calculated pressure along

the lower wall of the channel. Note that the unsteady pressure goes to zero at the exit of

the channel as specified. Note also the amplification of the pressure at the throat of the

channel. Unfortunately, there are no other known results with which to compare these

results. In a later section, the present method will be used to compute the unsteady

flow in another channel geometry. There, the present method will be compared to a

time-marching Euler code.

6.1.6 Unsteady Transonic Flow in a Hyperbolic Channel

In the previous section, the unsteady subsonic flow through a channel was calculated.

Although an interesting test case, it does not demonstrate the true strength of the

linearized Euler method. Subsonic flows can be handled perfectly well using linearized

full potential methods. To predict unsteady small disturbance flows with shocks, the

linearized Euler method will give a more accurate representation of the actual flow. In
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Figure 6.13: Unsteady pressure along lower wall for an upstream perturbation in total

pressure and density. Forcing frequency oJ is 1.0.
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Figure 6.14:Shock positionin channel forvariouslevelsof totalinletpressureto exit

staticpressureratio.

thissectionsome unsteady transonicflowswillbe considered.

Quasi-Steady Transonic Flow

Consider the fullnonlinearbut steady flowthrough the hyperbolicchannel. As the

back pressureisdecreased(orthe inlettotalpressureisincreased),the shock willmove

furtherback in the channel as shown in Figure6.14. One can then considerthe shock

positionas a functionof the channel pressureratio.Figure6.15 shows the calculated

steadyshock positionalongthe lowerwallasa functionofthispressureratio.The slope

of thiscurve isthen approximately the distancethe shock willbe displacedfora small

change in pressureratio.

Returning to the unsteady theory,ifthe frequencyof the inlettotalpressureper-

turbationissmall,then the unsteady shock motion willbe inphase with the inlettotal

pressureperturbation,and the amplitude of the shock motion per unittotalpressure

ratioperturbationshould equal the slopeof the steady shock positionversuspressure

ratiocurve. This provides a consistencycheck of the low frequencycapabilitiesof the
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Figure6.15:Shock positionalong lowerchannel wallas a functionoftotalinletpressure

to exitstaticpressureratio.
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Figure 6.16:Quasi-steadypressuredistributionin hyperbolicchannel along lower wall

forisentropicincreasein inlettotalpressure.

unsteady code. The steady flow of Section 6.1.3 was used as the base flow for the un-

steady calculations. Recall that the steady inlet total pressure and density were set to

unity while the static pressure was 0.85. For the unsteady calculations, the inlet total

pressure perturbation was set to unity while the total density perturbation was set to

0.714. The excitation frequency was 0.0. Downstream, the static pressure was held

constant.

Figure 6.16 shows the real part of the "unsteady" pressure distribution in the

channel. Of course, the imaginary part is zero. The predicted shock displacement at

the lower and upper walls is 3.598 and 2.436 respectively. Note that the upper part of

the shock does not move as far as the lower part of the shock. This is because the Mach
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number variesmore quicklyatthe upper partofthe channel.Hence, the change inshock

strengthper unitdistancemoved isstrongeralong the upper wall.This has the effect

ofrestrictingthe shock motion more along the upper part of the wall.Also,the shock

motion isfinite.As obvious as thissounds, thisisan important featureof the present

method. The motion isfinitebecause the unsteady shock strengthiscorrectlypredicted

(forthiscasethe quasi-steadymotion) by the linearizedshock jump conditions.This

isnot trueofthe linearizedfullpotentialmethods. Because thesemethods assume an

isentropicshock,thereisno mechanism to fixthe locationofthe steadyshock inchoked

flows.Therefore,as the frequencybecomes small,the shock motion becomes infinite.

Said anotherway, the slopeof the shock positionversusback pressurecurve isinfinite.

As a consistencycheck,the slope of the shock positioncurve (Figure 6.15)for a

steady inlettotalpressureto exitpressureof 1.176is3.062.Next, itisobserved that if

the exitpressureisheldconstant,then

aX,

a(Pt/P,_t)

1 aXj

_ta_
(6.3)

Hence, for an exitpressureof 0.85,the change in shock positionper unit change in

upstream totalpressure is3.602. The predictedshock motion using the linearized

unsteady Eulertheoryat zerofrequencyis3.598.This excellentagreement shows that

the linearizedunsteady theoryisconsistentwith the nonlinearsteadytheoryforverylow

frequencies.Next, trulyunsteady (notquasi-steady)shocked flowwillbe considered.

Unsteady Transonic Flow

For thisexample, the unsteady boundary conditionsare the same as for the quasi-

steadyexample exceptthatthe excitationfrequencyisnow 2.0.The calculatedunsteady

pressuredistributionalongthe lowerchannelwallisshown inFigure6.17. Note that at

the exitofthechannel,the unsteady pressureiszeroasspecified.This sortofboundary

conditionreflectsincidentwaves. That isto say that waves moving downstream will

reflectsendingwaves upstream through the channel.

Figure 6.18 shows the unsteady shock motion. Shown is the shock positionat

fourdifferenttimes in one complete cycle.Note threeimportant featuresof the shock
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Figure 6.17: Unsteady pressure on lower wall of hyperbolic channel for upstream vari-

ation in total pressure and density. Forcing frequency 0J is 2.0.
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Figure 6.18:Unsteady shock mc,;:.onat four times during harmonic cycle.Note that

upper portionof shock leadslower part.

motion. First,the shock remains normal to the wallat alltimes. This isa necessary

conditionifthe flowisto remain tangent to the wall.Secondly,the upper part of the

shock does not move as faras the lower part of the shock. The shock isstrongerat

the upper walland must move through higherMach number gradients.This tends to

restrictthe motion of the upper part of the shock. And third,the upper part of the

shock leadsthe lower part. This isa slightlymore complicated feature. Along the

upper wallahead of the shock, the Mach number tends to be higher than along the

lower wall.This means that the forward moving pressureand convectionwaves tend

to arriveatthe shock earlierat the upper part of the shock. Similarly,downstream of

the shock,becauseof the highertotalpressurelossalong the upper wall,the backward

moving pressurewave moves fasteralong the upper wallthan along the lower.Hence,

any reflectedwaves willarriveat the upper part of the shock more quicklythan at the

lower part.Both of theseeffectstend to cause the upper part of the shock to leadthe

lower.

6.2 Two-Dimensional Transonic Diffuser Flow

In thissection,thesteadyand unsteady flowin a transonicdiffuserwillbe examined.

Steady and unsteady flowsin thisgeometry have been numericallymodelled [46]using
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a time-accuratetime-marchingcode. In this section, the results of the present method

will be compared those obtained from the time-accurate time-marching Euler code.

The advantage of a time-marching code is that it fully accounts for nonlinear effects

in unsteady flow. Unfortunately, the number of time-accurate time steps needed to

calculate the unsteady flow is dominated by the smallest computational cells in the

domain. Hence, if the grid resolution is very fine to accurately model the moving shock

behavior using shock capturing, the computational effort required to determine the

unsteady flow will be great. As will be shown, even moderate levels of unsteadiness can

be predicted accurately and efficiently using the linearized Euler method. Large levels

of unsteadiness, however, produce highly nonlinear flows which cannot be represented

in the linearized framework and are better analyzed using a time-marching technique.

The geometry of the diffuser is shown in Figure 6.19. Normalizing lengths by the

throat height, the channel is 12.5 long, the inlet is 1.4114 high, and the exit is 1.5 high.

Note in particular the gentle divergence of the channel after the throat. This will tend

to make for large shock motions for low frequency inlet or exit disturbances.

Two flow conditions will be analyzed using the present method and the time-

marching flux vector splitting method of Allmaras and Giles [46]. The first is simply

a steady nominal flow through the channel. Upstream, the total pressure and density

are specified. Downstream, the back pressure is given. For a low enough back pressure,

a shock will form aft of the throat. The second flow to be considered is the same as

the first except that the back pressure is varied harmonically in time. This causes the

shock to move fore and aft in the channel.

6.2.1 Steady Diffuser Flow

Consider the steady flow through the diffuser. Upstream the total pressure and

density are specified. Downstream the static pressure is specified to be 0.80 of the

upstream total pressure. At this pressure ratio, the flow is choked and a shock forms

downstream of the throat. The grid used to calculate the steady flow using the present

method, and the grid used by Allmaras [47] to calculate the steady flow are shown

in Figure 6.19. Because shock fitting is used in the present method, less resolution is
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Figure 6.19:Grids used to calculatesteady and unsteady flows in transonicdiffuser:

a) gridused with presentmethod forboth steady and unsteady flowcalculations;b)

gridused by Allmaras for steady flow calculations;and c) grid used by Allmaras for

unsteady flowcalculations.
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needed to accurately model the shock. The grid used with the present method is 40 x 10

cells. Allmaras used an 80 x 16 cell grid.

The computed steady flow solutions for the two methods are shown in Figure 6.20.

The Newton iteration procedure used in the present method converged in less than ten

iterations. Note the generally excellent agreement between the two methods. The major

difference between the two is the representation of the shock. Nevertheless, the fitted

shock position found using the present method falls within the region of the smeared

captured shock of the time-marching algorithm. Also, the total pressure loss after the

shock agrees well for both methods.

6.2.2 Unsteady Transonic Diffuser Flow

In the second half of this example, unsteadiness is introduced by varying the down-

stream pressure sinusoidally in time. The mean pressure is the same as above and the

amplitude of the pressure perturbation is 10 percent of the mean exit pressure. The

reduced frequency of the forced excitation is 3.125 based on the sonic speed of sound

and the diffuser length. For the unsteady calculation made using the present method,

the same grid was used as for the steady calculation. Allmaras used a slightly different

grid for his steady calculation which is shown in Figure 6.19. Note that there is a region

of increased grid resolution downstream of the throat. This area roughly corresponds to

the region over which the shock will move. The time-marching code was marched three

periods of excitation to achieve a periodic solution. Because the two methods were run

on different types of computers, it is difficult to compare CPU times precisely. A rough

estimate, however, is that the time marching code required about 50 times more CPU

time than the linearized Euler code.

The calculated pressure contours are shown side by side in Figure 6.21. Shown

are the instantaneous pressure contours at eight points during a single cycle for the

present method and the time-marching method. Note that although the contours are

not identical, there is good qualitative agreement between the two methods. This can

also be seen in Figure 6.22. Plotted are the instantaneous pressures along the lower

wall at eight points in the cycle. Here it is seen again that qualitatively the two solutions
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Figure 6.20: Steady Mach number and total pressure contours as calculated using

present method and time-marching scheme. Note excellent agreement between the two

solutions.
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Figure 6.21: Instantaneous pressure contours at eight points in one cycle of unsteadiness:

a) present method; and b) time-marching results. Note the good qualitative agreement

if not in detail. Reduced frequency _ based on sonic speed of sound and diffuser length
is 3.125.
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Figure 6.22: Instantaneous pressure along lower diffuser wall at eight points in one cycle
of unsteadiness.
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Figure 6.23:Firstharmonic component ofunsteady diffuserflow.Note almost perfect

agreement despitethe fairlymoderate levelofunsteadinessin the diffuser.

agree with one another,but in detailtheydiffersomewhat.

From these comparisons,one might say that the agreement isonly fair.However,

the differencesbetween the two are dominated by the higherharmonic content which

ispredictedby the time-marching scheme,but are not accounted forin the linearized

Euler method. The firstharmonic ofthe time-marchingsolutionagreesquitewellwith

the linearizedcode. To demonstrate this,thetime marching resultswere Fouriertrans-

formed to extractthe firstharmonic content. The firstharmonic component of the

solutionisplottedin Figure 6.23 along with the linearizedEuler solution.Notice the

almost exact agreement between the two theories.Hence, ifone ismainly interested

in the fundamental frequencycomponent, the linearizedEuler method willgivegood
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results at moderate levels of unsteadiness.

For moderate levels of unsteadiness (say 10 percent) in the flow, the linearized

Euler method gives an accurate description of the first harmonic content of the flow

in the diffuser. For a higher level, however, the unsteadiness will be too large to be

handled within the framework of linearization. As an example, consider the case were

the variation of the back pressure is increased to 20 percent of the mean flow. The

resulting flow as calculated by Allmaras and Giles [46] is shown in Figure 6.24. Notice

that the shock forms toward the rear of the channel and moves forward toward the

throat. It weakens and nearly disappears as a new shock is forming. Not only is the

shock motion not sinusoidal, it is not even continuous. Such cases clearly cannot be

analyzed using the linearized Euler method.
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6.3 The Gostelow Cascade

The next geometry consideredis that of a cascade of Joukowski airfoils.The

steady incompressibleflowthrough thistwo-dimensionalcascadehas been examined by

Gostelow [48]using a conformal transformationtechnique.The unsteady incompress-

ibleflowhas been analyzed by Atassiand Akai [3,4]using a semi-analyticaltechnique.

Therefore,sincesteady and unsteady solutionsexistfor thisgeometry, itis a useful

testcasewith which to evaluatethe presentlinearizedEuler method. Firstthe steady

flow through the cascade willbe calculatedusing the presentmethod. Then several

differentunsteady flowproblems willbe examined. These includeunsteady flowdue to

the torsionalvibrationsofairfoils,and those due toincidentvorticaland entropicgusts.

6.3.1 Steady Flow Through the Gostelow Cascade

In this section, the present method is used to calculate the steady flow through the

Gostelow cascade. An 80 x 16 node grid was generated for a single blade passage using a

mixed algebraic and elliptic grid generator. The initial grid for the steady calculations is

shown in Figure 6.25. The grid generator used is based on the elliptic grid generation

technique of Thompson, Thames, and Mastin [49]. The grid is generated using this

techniqueand then,in a post processingstep,the gridismodified algebraically.For

example, the part ofthe gridaftofthe trailingedge was algebraicallygenerated.Note

that the normal grid linesare straight.This simplifiedthe wake fittingsomewhat.

Ahead of the the airfoil,the ellipticallygenerated gridwas modified by fanning out

the strearnwisegridlinesalgebraicallyso that the nodes along the upstream far-field

boundary are uniformlyspaced. This improves the performance of the upstream far-

fieldnonreflectingboundary conditions.The qualityofthe gridwilloftendetermine the

qualityof the computed solutionas much as the computational method itself.To get

good solutionswith moderate gridresolutionrequiredthat gridpointsbe clusteredin

regionsofhigh flowgradients.Figure6.26 shows the gridclusteringaround the leading

edge.

The boundary conditionsforthe steady flowproblem are as follows.Upstream of

the cascadethe totalpressureand densitywere specifiedto be unity.The incoming flow
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Figure6.25:Initialgridused tocalculatesteadyflowinGostelow cascade.Note initially

the wake isassumed to be alignedin the axialdirection.
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Figure 6.26: Expanded view of the grid around the leading edge of the Gostelow airfoil.

High grid resolution is needed in this area to achieve good computational results.
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angle was specified to be 53.5 degrees with respect to the axial direction, or 16 degrees

with respect to the blade chord. Downstream, the static pressure was specified to be

0.98. This means the downstream Mach number is 0.170.

The Newton solver was used to calculate the steady flow. Shown in Figure 6.27 are

the computed steady Mach number contours for this case. Note that the highest Mach

number is about 0.34. Hence, the flow is somewhat compressible. Shown in Figure 6.28

are the total pressure contours. Because the flow is nominally isentropic, the total

pressure should be 1.0 throughout the domain. The maximum total pressure error

for this case is about 0.01. Because the flow is somewhat compressible, the computed

solution cannot be compared to the analytic solution of Gostelow [48] directly. However,

by using the Prandtl-Glauert transformation, the computed solution can be corrected

so that it more closely approximates the incompressible solution. The result is shown

in Figure 6.29 along with the analytical solution. Note the good agreement between

the two solutions.

Because wake fitting is used in the present method, the converged grid (shown in

Figure 6.30) is different from the initial grid. Note that the streamwise grid line starting

at the trailing edge of the airfoil lies along the computed wake position. The computed

outflow angle is 29.65 degrees compared to the 30.02 degrees found by Gostelow. Shown

in Figure 6.31 is a blowup of the trailing edge region of the grid. Note that the wake

departs the trailing edge of the airfoil at the metal angle and then turns upward slightly

to its final outflow angle.

6.3.2 Unsteady Flow in the Gostelow Cascade

In this section, three types of unsteady flows will be considered. First, the unsteady

flow induced by the motion of the airfoils will be considered. This is the flutter problem.

The goal is to determine the unsteady pressure felt by the blades due to this prescribed

airfoil motion. Next, two gust response problems will be considered. The first is a

vortical gust due to an upstream obstruction. The second is an entropy gust.
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Figure 6.27: Steady flow Mach numbers for Gostelow geometry.
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Figure 6.28: Steady flow total pressure contours. Note total pressure is nearly constant

everywhere except close to the airfoil and wake surface.
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Aerodynamic Response Due to Torsional Vibration

For the first example,the unsteady flow induced by a cascade of vibrating airfoils is

considered. The airfoils are assumed to vibrate in torsion about their midchords with

a reduced frequency _ of 0.40 based on chord and upstream velocity. (The reduced

frequency is given by _ = _c/V-oo.) This problem was analyzed using the present

linearized Euler analysis. The calculated unsteady pressure distribution on the surface

of the airfoils is shown in Figures 6.32 and 6.33. Because of the difficulty in imple-

menting the mean flow gradient terms described in Chapter 5 needed to extrapolate the

boundary conditions from the mean blade location to the instantaneous blade location,

these terms were %witched off" in the present analysis. This example was also analyzed

by Atassi and Akal [3] using a semi-analytical technique that they developed to analyze

incompressible flows. These results are also shown Figures 6.32 and 6.33. Note the

generally good agreement between the present method and the results of Atassi and

Akal.

Shown in Figure 6.34 are the real and imaginary parts of the unsteady pressure

contours. Note, in particular, two important points. First, because of the low reduced

frequency, the unsteady pressure is nearly real. That is to say that the flow is nearly

quasi-steady. The real part of the flow is then primarily due to the upwash induced

by the rotation of the airfoil. The imaginary part is due to the velocity of the airfoil

surface which is small since it is proportional to the reduced velocity. Secondly, note

the behavior of the real pressure contours near the upstream far-field boundary. This

smooth behavior is due to the nonreflecting boundary conditions.

This same case was next solved for a range of interblade phase angles. Shown in

Figure 6.35 is the imaginary part of the unsteady moment felt by the airfoil as a function

of interblade phase angle. If the imaginary part of the moment is positive, then work

is done on the blade over one complete cycle. Hence, the torsional blade vibration will

grow and flutter will occur. Note that for interblade phase angles between 0 and 100

degrees, the present method predicts that flutter will occur. These results, although

not in exact agreement with the results of Atassi and Akai, do show similar trends.

Atassi and Akai later included the mean flow gradient terms in their analysis [4] and
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demonstrated that the predicted unsteady aerodynamic loads on moving airfoils are

strongly influenced by the large mean flow gradients at the leading and trailing edges.

Hence, these terms should be included in the linearised Euler analysis.

Aerodynamic Response Due to Vortical Gust

We wish to analyze the situation shown in Figure 6.36. Upstream of the rotor there

may be some obstructions in the non-rotating frame which cause an approximately

sinusoidal defect in the velocity. In the non-rotating frame, the flow is parallel, the

pressure is uniform, and is uniform. In the rotating frame, however, the flow is unsteady.

The blades see a sinusoidally varying inlet velocity and hence, the blades will feel an

unsteady load. The object of this analysis is to predict the unsteady pressure on the

blades due to this inlet distortion.

To be more specific, it is assumed that the sinusoidal variation in the axial velocity

has a wavelength of 4 blade pitches. This corresponds to an interblade phase angle

a of -90 degrees. Furthermore, the tangential velocity in the tangential direction in

the non-rotating frame is zero. Hence, the tangential component of velocity V in the

rotating frame is due entirely to the rotational speed of the rotor. The unsteadiness the

moving blades see occurs at a frequency of _ = -aV/s. For the case considered here,

this corresponds to a reduced frequency of 1.275. Time t = 0 is defined as the time at

which the maximum velocity deficit would arrive at the leading edge of the reference

blade if the cascade did not alter the incoming flow.

The unsteady pressure was calculated using the present method on the grid shown

in Figure 6.30. The code, which was run on an Alliant FX/8 computer, required about

8 minutes of CPU time. Shown in Figures 6.37 and 6.38 are the real and imaginary

parts of the calculated unsteady pressure distribution. By integrating these pressures

over the airfoil surface, one can obtain the unsteady lift and moments felt by the blade

due to the inlet distortion. Also shown for comparison is the first harmonic component

of the unsteady pressure as calculated by Giles using the program UNSFLO [21,22]. The

method is based on the time-accurate time-marching Lax-Wendroff method of Ni [23].

Giles' code is unique in that under the right conditions a time-space transformation
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allows the time accurate flow field to be represented in a single passage. For low Mach

numbers and low interblade phase angles, however, more than one blade passage may

be needed in the calculation. For this particular example, four blade passages were

required. The grid was therefore fairly large with 125 × 100 nodes. Eight periods were

calculated so as to reach a periodic state. This required about 8 hours of computer time

on an Alliant FX/8 computer. The time history of the computed pressure distribution

was Fourier transformed so that the results could be compared directly to the present

method. Note that the agreement is good, although not exact. At the present time,

it is not clear what the cause of these difference are. However, considering the good

qualitative agreement, and the fact that the present method required a factor of 60 less

CPU time, these preliminary results are encouraging.

Incoming Entropy Wave

The finalexample issimilarto the vorticalwave problem. In thiscase,an incoming

entropy wave isconsidered.As before,the disturbanceissteady in the non-rotating

frame but unsteady in the rotatingframe. Upstream in the non-rotatingframe, the

pressureand velocityare uniform. The density,however, isnonuniform with a spatial

wavelengthin the tangentialdirectionof 4 blade pitches.Hence, in the rotatingframe,

the rotorseesa uniform velocityand pressurebut an unsteady densityvariation.This

sortofdisturbancedoes not cause much ofa pressuredisturbanceon the airfoilsurface,

but isusefulforillustratingthe far-fieldboundary conditionsas wellas the slipplane

representationofthe wake.

Shown in Figure 6.39 isthe realpart of the unsteady density. Note that at the

upstream far-fieldboundary, the contours are alignedwith the axialdirection.This

stems from the factthat the entropy wave is steady in the non-rotatingframe. As

the entropy wave is convected through the blade row, the portion which passesover

the suctionsurfacearrivesat the trailingedge sooner that that which passesover the

pressure surfaceclueto the circulationaround the airfoil.Hence, at the wake, the

densityisnot continuous. Note that thisjump in density iseasilyhandled with the

presentwake fittingtechnique. Finally,the wave passes out the downstream far-field
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Figure 6.39: Unsteady density contours for incoming entropy wave. The interblade

phase angle a is -Ir/2, the reduced frequency _ is 1.257. Note the jump in density
across the wake.
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boundary without causingany artificialreflections.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and

Recommendations

Conclusions

In this report, a method for predicting unsteady transonic flows in turbomachinery has

been presented. Such an analysis is needed to model accurately the aeroelastic behavior

of turbomachinery blading. The method is based on the linearized Euler equations

equations and fully accounts for blade loading, blade geometry, shock motion, and wake

motion. Unlike the linearized potential methods, the generation of vorticity and entropy

at shocks is correctly modelled. As shown, the steady and unsteady entropy generated

at shocks has a profound influence on shock motion, and hence, the present method is

thought to provide significantly better predictions of unsteady transonic flows.

The analysis is divided into two main parts. In the first part, the mean flow through

the cascade is determined by solving the nonlinear steady Euler equations. Then, the

nonlinear time-dependent Euler equations are linearized about this operating point to

produce a set of linear variable-coefficient equations which describe the small-amplitude

unsteady flow. The further assumption is made that the unsteady flow is harmonic in

time so that the explicit time dependency is removed from the linearized equations.

These linear equations are discretized on a computational grid and solved directly. This

approach is significantly more efficient than the alternative time-marching technique
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with the presentmethod needing one to two ordersof magnitude lesscomputing time

to solvea typicalunsteady flow problem. Furthermore, because the presentmethod

isdirect,there isno CFL restrictionon the sizeof computational cells.Hence, grid

resolutionmay be increasedin localareas such as leadingand trailingedges without

much increasedcomputational effort.

To determinethe steady flow,a Newton-iterationprocedure isused which reduces

the problem of solvingthe nonlinearEuler equationsto one of solvinga seriesof lin-

earizedequations,each similarto the linearizedunsteady equations. The steady lin-

earizedEuler equationsare discretizedon a computational grid and solved directly.

The Newton-iterationprocedure, as demonstrated in numerical examples, converges

very quicklywith typicalsubsonic flow problems converging in about fiveiterations

while transonicproblems may requireup to ten iterations.In addition,the similarityof

the Newton-iterationequationsto the linearizedunsteady equationsgreatlysimplifies

the effortrequiredto develop both a steady and an unsteady Euler code. In fact,many

partsofthe two codes are nearlyidentical.

Another important featureofthe presentanalysisisthe use ofsteady and unsteady

shock and wake fitting.Shocks and wakes are modelled as discontinuitieswith jump

conditionsappliedat the shock and wake surfaces.For steady flowcalculations,shock

fittingprovidesan accurate predictionof the shock positionwithout excessivelyfine

grids. As demonstrated, fairlycoarse gridsproduce surprisinglygood predictionsof

shock positions.But more importantly,the accuracy of the steady solutionwillaffect

the accuracy ofthe unsteady solution.Hence, the precisemodelling of shocksobtained

using shockfittingisessentialifone isto accuratelypredictthe unsteadyshock motion,

and in turn,the unsteady aerodynamic loadson transonicairfoils.

Resultsofthe presentmethod arepresentedfora wide varietyofsteadyand unsteady

flow problems. These include quasi-one-dimensionalchannel flows,two-dimensional

channel flows,and two-dimensionalcascade flows. In many cases,these resultswere

compared to thoseobtained from time-marching Euler codes.Generally,the agreement

between the two methods isquitegood, exceptforflowswith largelevelsofunsteadiness.

This isespeciallyencouraging consideringthe computational efficiencyof the present
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method.

Also investigatedwere the effectsnonlinearitieshave on unsteady flows.From both

asymptotic analysisand numericalexperiments,the effectsofnonlinearitiesare seen to

appear with the squareofthe flowunsteadiness.As a rough ruleofthumb, the linearized

theory correctlypredictsthe component of the flow at the fundamental frequencyso

long as the unsteadinessin the flowisno more than about ten percentof the steady

flow.Hence, the linearizedEuler analysisisnot only usefulforpredictingthe onset of

flutter,but alsoforanalyzingdisturbancesofmoderate sizesuch as inletdistortionand

rotor/statorinteraction.

Recommendations for Future Work

Although the presentwork has demonstratedthe advantagesthe!inearizedEulermethod

offersin analyzingunsteady transonicflows,some issuesneed to be resolvedbeforethe

method can be successfullyappliedin aeroelasticanalysesof transoniccascades.The

major issueisthe fittingof shocks. The shock-fittingalgorithm presentedin thisre-

port requiresthat the shock be alignedwith a computational gridlineon a logically

rectangulargrid.This restrictsthe shock geometrieswhich can be analyzed to normal

shocks on fairlyunskewed grids.Therefore,transonicflowsthrough staggeredcascade

cannot be currentlyanalyzed,with stagger.Using triangularconservationcellsrather

than quadrilateralcellsmay alleviatethisproblem. Furthermore,a shock ending in the

flow,as in the caseof a supersonicpatch,cannot be modelled. Some very preliminary

effortshave been made to solvethisproblem with encouragingresults.

Another more difficultproblem isto includethe effectsof viscosity.In realflows,

the steady and unsteady flowwillbe affectedby such viscouseffectsas viscousbound-

ary layers,shock/boundary-layerinteraction,and flowseparation.Attempts should be

made toincludetheseeffectsintothe currentinviscidmodels to improve theirprediction

capabilities.
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